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HEARING DAY 11

Ontario Power Generation:  Application for an2

Amendment to the Operating Licence for Pickering3

Nuclear Generating Station A4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The next hearing5

on the agenda is the matter of the application of6

Ontario Power Generation Inc. for the amendment to7

the operating licence for Pickering Nuclear8

Generating Station A.  This is Hearing Day 1.9

May 29 was the deadline set for10

filing by the Applicant and by CNSC staff.  Both11

met the deadline.  June 21 was the deadline for12

filing of supplementary information for the13

Applicant and for Commission staff.  Both met the14

deadline.15

I would like to enter a statement16

which I wish to make.  The Commission has made a17

ruling with regards to report of the Senate18

Committee on Energy, Environment and Natural19

Resources.20

The Senate Committee has recently21

released an interim report entitled "Canada's22

Nuclear Reactors:  How much safety is enough?" 23

Some of the recommendations in that report relate24

to the restart of Pickering Station A.  The25
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Commission has decided, pursuant to paragraph1

15(1)(f) of the CNSC Rules of Procedure, to add2

this interim report to the record in this3

proceeding for the limited purpose of seeking4

comments from CNSC staff, from Ontario Power5

Generation and intervenors on those6

recommendations which are relevant to the current7

application.8

It should be emphasized that this9

hearing is not a forum for debating the report and10

it is not a forum for those recommendations which11

are not relevant to the current application.12

The Ontario Power Generation13

presentation is outlined in CMD documents 01-H17.114

and CMD document 01-H17.1A.  As customary, we will15

hear from the Applicant first.  I understand that16

Mr. Osborne is here from Ontario Power Generation17

and I will turn it over to you, Mr. Osborne.18

19

01-H17.1/01-H17.1A20

Oral Presentation by Ontario Power Generation21

MR. OSBORNE:  Thank you, Madam22

Chair.  Good morning, Commissioners, ladies and23

gentlemen.24

My name is Ron Osborne, President25
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and CEO of Ontario Power Generation.  To my right1

is Gene Preston, our Chief Nuclear Officer; to his2

right is Bob Strickert, Vice-President, Nuclear3

Support; and he is assisted by Mike Williams,4

Regulatory Affairs.5

There are a myriad of other senior6

people with us, some of whom Gene will undoubtedly7

introduce as we go through and undoubtedly Bob8

Strickert, who will act, if you like, as our9

quarterback to ensure some semblance of order and10

process from our perspective, given the size of11

our team.  He will undoubtedly refer to members of12

our group that are sitting behind us as well from13

time to time.14

Thank you for the opportunity to15

appear before you this morning.  I appreciate that16

I am not in very good voice, but I am not as bad17

as I sound.  Somewhat like Wagner's music.  I can18

handle this, and I will do my best.  If you find19

you can't hear me, just shout and I will do a20

little more.21

We are here today in support of22

our request for approval to restart the Pickering23

A units, subject to the completion of the24

conditions proposed by CNSC staff and outlined in25
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the CMD, et cetera.1

Pickering A ceased power2

operations at the end of 1997 as part of our3

overall nuclear improvement program.  The lay up4

of Pickering A permitted company management to5

focus on a smaller scope of work and facilitate a6

transfer of resources to support the recovery of7

Pickering B and Darlington.  We chose to lay up8

Pickering A since we had not yet completed the9

installation of the shutdown system enhancement on10

all four units.11

The Board of Directors of Ontario12

Hydro, and now Ontario Power Generation, have13

investigated and invested in the return to service14

of Pickering A since late 1998.15

The return to service has been16

contingent on meeting all regulatory requirements17

such as the environmental assessment, as well as18

satisfying our own business criteria.19

Our overriding business priority20

is safety, both nuclear safety and worker safety. 21

As a corporation, OPG is also committed to22

environmental leadership and to the provision of23

reliable, cost-effective power to our customers.24

In addition, OPG is committed to25
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open and forthright consultation and1

communications with the public.  We seek2

opportunities to keep the people who live in the3

communities in which we operate informed and to4

respond to their concerns.  Public consultation5

has been, and will continue to be, an ongoing part6

of our efforts to return Pickering A to service.7

Our decision to support the return8

to service was based on our conclusion that the9

significant refurbishment and subsequent operation10

of Pickering A are consistent with our corporate11

priorities.  Pickering A is in good condition,12

with major equipment such as pressure tubes and13

steam generators in very good condition.14

The process to scope the work to15

upgrade and refurbish the plant has been thorough16

and systematic.  In this presentation we will17

summarize for the Commission what we are planning18

to do.  Obviously, this is subject to the approval19

of the Commission.20

Recently, we had to adjust the21

schedule for the return to service of the first22

unit by some three months from late December of23

this year to the end of the first quarter of 2002. 24

Although the change in schedule is regrettable, it25
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is not unexpected in a project of this magnitude1

to have challenges that impact the schedule.2

However, we will not compromise3

safety or cut corners for the sake of schedule. 4

OPG is committed to the achievement of the upgrade5

and refurbishment of Pickering A.  We will restart6

Pickering A only when it is ready and we can7

demonstrate that we have satisfied the conditions8

proposed by CNSC staff, and I might say accepted9

by us.10

OPG will be ready to operate the11

Pickering A units.  Our Executive will provide the12

necessary direction and oversight to ensure we13

have and will make adequate provision for the14

protection of the environment, the health and15

safety of persons, the maintenance of national16

security and the measures required to implement17

the international obligations to which Canada has18

agreed.19

Let me now ask Gene Preston, our20

CNO, to outline OPG's approach to ensure the safe21

return to service and operation of Pickering A.22

MR. PRESTON:  Thank you, Ron. 23

Good morning, Madam Chair, Members of the24

Commission, ladies and gentlemen.25
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I am Gene Preston, Chief Nuclear1

Officer for OPG.  As Ron said, I would like to2

introduce at least one other member of the team3

who is present with us today, and that is Jim4

Burpee, who is the Senior Vice-President of5

Pickering A Return to Service.  Jim has been a6

part of the Pickering A team since the issuance of7

the environmental assessment acceptance by the8

CNSC and has been with us thus roughly about two9

and a half months.10

Prior to this current assignment,11

Jim was the Site Vice-President at Bruce Nuclear,12

and subsequent to that, was the head executive for13

OPG and its thermal or fossil-fired power plants14

and hydroelectric plants.  Jim was also largely15

responsible for the dissolution of the Ontario16

Hydro Corporation back two years ago.  He was our17

Chief Project Manager on that.  Jim, subsequent to18

that, was the Project Manager for our overall19

market readiness for the electricity deregulation20

that the province is currently undertaking.21

So, Jim is very much familiar with22

managing large project efforts and is a welcome23

addition to our team.24

For the return to service, we have25
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established a distinct organization that is1

composed of experienced OPG staff, as I just2

alluded to, and contractors.  We required the3

contractors to have approved safety, quality and4

environmental programs.  We also required the5

contractors to integrate with OPG's established6

processes.  For example, our corrective action7

process.8

I chair a committee composed of9

senior representatives of OPG and senior members10

and management of the contractors.  This steering11

committee ensures that the common objectives of12

safety and reliability of the units is foremost in13

our decision-making for the return to service.14

OPG authorizes the work.  OPG15

approves design changes.  OPG oversees the work16

being performed.  We also perform all operating17

and commissioning activities on the units and18

provide radiation protection oversight and19

support.20

We conduct audits and assessments21

of the work being performed by the contractors and22

by the OPG staff involved in the return to23

service, as well as ensuring that the required24

improvements are all implemented.25
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Last month, I updated you on the1

integrated improvement program and demonstrated2

that OPG has made real and sustained progress.  We3

have been very careful to ensure that the return4

to service has not and will not interfere with the5

integrated improvement program at OPG's other6

nuclear stations.  We have also committed, as part7

of the scope of the return to service, to achieve8

the integrated improvement program initiatives at9

the Pickering A station to a level of achievement10

equal to or even ahead of what we are seeing at11

the other stations.12

Subsequent to the hearing of this13

Commission on the environmental assessment, we14

started major field work on the first unit to be15

returned to service, that is our unit number 4 at16

Pickering A.  Units 1, 2 and 3 will be returned17

sequentially after unit 4 is completed.  Prior to18

returning each unit to service, we will complete19

the work that is necessary to ensure that the unit20

will be safe to operate, to satisfy the21

assumptions of the environmental assessment, to22

implement the environmental assessment follow-up23

and monitoring program, and to meet regulatory24

requirements.25
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In doing this, we will ensure that1

all the conditions listed in Appendix D of CMD2

01H-17 and its supplement are met.3

While the refurbishment of the4

units is underway, we are also taking steps to5

ensure that OPG will be able to safely operate the6

units after they are returned to service.  The OPG7

Nuclear Executive team, which includes Jim Burpee,8

Senior VP at Pickering A, Pierre Charlebois,9

Senior Vice-President, Tech Services, and our10

Chief Nuclear Engineer, all of the Site11

Vice-Presidents and Bob Strickert will oversee the12

efforts underway to enable OPG to safely operate13

an additional unit.14

The Nuclear Executive team will be15

involved in formal reviews prior to the removal of16

the approved shutdown state, prior to the warm up17

of the heat transport system, and prior to the18

declaration of the return to service of the unit.19

These reviews will ensure that,20

one, the regulatory requirements have been21

satisfied; two, the units are properly staffed22

with qualified people; three, the operating, the23

maintenance and engineering programs are in place;24

four, the required commissioning and testing have25
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all been successfully completed; and last, that1

clear plans and procedures exist for the next2

operating state.3

To verify that we are ready to4

operate, OPG has also scheduled peer group5

assessments.  OPG will not operate the units6

unless we are satisfied that we are ready to7

operate safely for the long term.8

The Bob Strickert will now9

highlight the elements and associated work being10

undertaken to return the Pickering A units to11

service.12

MR. STRICKERT:  Thank you, Gene. 13

Good morning, Madam Chair, Commissioners, ladies14

and gentlemen.15

I will start with a brief overview16

of the key elements involved in the return to17

service of Pickering A.  Although illustrated18

sequentially in the overhead, in practice, these19

elements overlap for different design changes and20

refurbishment activities.21

First, OPG assesses and scopes the22

upgrades and refurbishments.  Once the scope is23

established, we perform the engineering and24

procurement activities.25
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Installation of upgrades and1

refurbishment of systems follow after the design2

is complete and the new equipment is procured.3

Once the equipment is upgraded or4

refurbished, it is tested and commissioned. 5

Removal of the approved shutdown state, we call it6

the GSS or guaranteed shutdown state, otherwise7

referred to by CNSC staff as restart, will occur8

during the testing and commissioning period.9

Further testing and commissioning10

will occur after the unit is returned to full11

power.  Upon satisfactory completion of all12

testing, OPG will declare the unit has been13

returned to service.14

As the return to service elements15

progress, we also proceed with the key elements of16

our operational readiness effort, including17

implementation of programs and procedures,18

staffing and training for the unit for the return19

to service.20

OPG began the task of establishing21

a thorough scope of work in 1998.  The initial22

scope was reviewed by CNSC staff.  The changes to23

the scope recommended by those reviews were24

incorporated into the subsequent revisions.  The25
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initial scope was derived from existing regulatory1

commitments, OPG's integrated improvement program,2

system condition assessments, and existing safety3

assessments.4

I will briefly outline some of the5

major items included in this scope of work.6

A major existing regulatory7

commitment relates to the shutdown system8

enhancement.  OPG is required by Condition 10.2 of9

the current operating licence to have the shutdown10

system enhancement operational prior to the11

removal of the approved shutdown state.12

The shutdown system enhancement13

was installed and partially commissioned on unit 414

prior to its lay up.  Commissioning will be fully15

completed once the unit enters restart.16

The shutdown system enhancement,17

which includes extra independent logic and18

additional shutoff rods, provides reliable19

shutdown capability.20

Fire protection was one of the21

major IIP improvement areas included in the22

initial scope.  This included three assessments: 23

A code compliance review, a fire hazard24

assessment, and a fire safe shutdown analysis.25
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The IIP program also includes1

installation of improved detection and suppression2

systems in the main control room, in cable3

spreading areas and in the vicinity of the turbine4

generator.5

The code compliance review has6

resulted in upgrades to the building structures,7

such as the addition of exit signs and lighting,8

stairwell upgrades and additional fire detectors9

and alarms, especially in high noise areas.10

The fire hazard assessment11

catalogued the fire risks in the plant.  The fire12

safe shutdown analysis assessed the capability to13

achieve and maintain shutdown of the unit in the14

event of any fire.  As a result of these15

assessments, OPG is implementing further16

improvements to Pickering A prior to the restart17

of each unit, such as the installation of18

additional fire barriers and detection and19

suppression systems.20

Another major IIP program included21

in the scope is environmental qualification.  That22

is environmental qualification of equipment as23

opposed to the natural environment.24

This program reviews the25
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capability of each component and each safety1

system to function in severe environmental2

conditions in the plant after an accident. 3

Existing components which cannot be shown to be4

qualified are being replaced.  We are replacing5

approximately 1,300 cables and about 1,2006

individual components in each unit.7

To ensure that the systems would8

operate safely and reliably after restart, OPG9

conducted condition assessments in 1998 of the10

major plant systems as part of its initial scope11

development.12

These assessments reviewed the13

current condition of the system and previously14

identified improvements for the system, and15

identified additional improvements to include in16

the scope of work.17

The initial scope also included18

inspections of the major systems resulting from19

regulatory requirements and system condition20

assessments.  For example, the piping systems,21

pressure tubes, steam generator tubes and turbine22

generators are being inspected on each unit and23

repaired if necessary.24

The results of the inspections25
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conducted to date on unit 4 confirm that these1

components, such as the pressure tubes and steam2

generators, are in very good condition.3

A number of existing safety4

assessments were also reviewed to identify5

necessary plant improvements.  A seismic margin6

assessment, which reviewed the impact of an7

earthquake on station safety, resulted in a number8

of upgrades.  For example, some electrical9

equipment is being bolted to the floor and some10

block walls are being braced for better earthquake11

protection.12

The Pickering A risk assessment,13

which was completed in 1996, was reviewed to14

determine practical upgrades that would improve15

the margin of nuclear safety.  The emergency16

coolant injection system upgrades are an example17

of the work that was derived from the risk18

assessment.  The upgrades will significantly19

improve the safety of Pickering A through an20

estimated reduction of the severe core damage21

frequency from about 13 times in 100,000 reactor22

years to less than three times in 100,000 reactor23

years.24

Of note, a severe core damage25
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accident does not, by itself, compromise public1

safety.  This is because another barrier, the2

containment system, is there to prevent releases3

of radioactivity.  The probability of any4

significant release to the public is about one in5

10 million reactor years.6

The scope of work which was7

submitted to the CNSC in November 1999 includes8

all of the initial work that I have just9

described.  Since then, additional items have been10

included and CNSC staff have been updated.  For11

example, the inspection program has been revised12

to include inspections for feeder pipe cracking. 13

These inspections are currently being completed on14

unit 4; in fact, have just been completed.  Also,15

the safety analysis is being revised prior to the16

restart of unit 4 to confirm that new operating17

limits will resolve issues arising from the use of18

a new physics computer code.19

A summary of the current scope of20

work, including the integrated improvement21

initiatives, is in Appendix 1 of OPG's written22

submission.23

The upgrades identified in the24

scope require significant effort to design,25
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procure, plan and install the new equipment.  The1

engineering and procurement work at Pickering A2

commenced in 1999.  Field installation work3

started on unit 4 earlier this year and will be4

completed later this year.  Work will then5

commence on unit 1.6

OPG and its contractors have been7

using OPG's new engineering change control process8

for these upgrades.  This rigorous process has all9

the elements required to safely implement a design10

change in the nuclear stations.11

The refurbishment included in the12

scope includes the maintenance of equipment such13

as valves, breakers, turbines, generators, pumps14

and motors.15

Planning and procurement for the16

refurbishment has been underway since the year17

2000.  Field work started on unit 4 again this18

year, earlier this year.19

In addition to the physical20

improvement of the plant, OPG is undertaking work21

to ensure that we will be ready to operate the22

station in the longer term.  As mentioned23

previously, the return to service includes the24

achievement of the integrated improvement program25
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projects at Pickering A to a level equivalent to1

or ahead of the other stations.  Those projects2

include initiatives to improve OPG's operations,3

maintenance and engineering support program.4

For example, the return to service5

will substantially improve the condition of6

equipment.  During the restart of each unit, there7

will be no backlog in preventative maintenance.8

Additional corrective maintenance activities will9

be identified as we test and commission the10

equipment.  These activities will be assessed and11

scheduled pursuant to OPG's maintenance program to12

keep the corrective maintenance backlogs low.13

OPG will ensure that sufficient14

qualified staff will be in place to support safe15

operations.  The station complement and lay up was16

approximately 450.  In addition, approximately 25017

staff have been transferred to the station18

completion to support the return to service from19

other facilities and our corporate organization. 20

New staff hiring began approximately two years ago21

to provide sufficient time to conduct the training22

needed to have additional qualified staff23

available for the return to service.  OPG has24

hired approximately 450 new staff -- so, that is25
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in addition to the 700 staff that we have --1

primarily in the operations, maintenance and2

engineering fields.  Once they are trained, OPG3

will have about 1,150 people needed to support the4

safe operation of the station, that is the four5

units.6

As noted in CMD 01-H17, the CNSC7

staff evaluations identified potential issues in8

OPG's training program.  One concern was whether9

the training on modifications would be available10

in time to support the restart.  Additional11

resources have been assigned to develop the12

training programs and sufficient staff have been13

rostered to complete the training.  The staff will14

be trained on the modifications prior to the15

restart.16

The CNSC staff also identified17

issues regarding the state of the training program18

for maintenance staff compared to the training for19

the other job families.  To address the issues,20

OPG has increased the resources assigned to the21

development of the maintenance training program. 22

We are confident the sufficient maintenance staff23

necessary for the safe operation of the first unit24

and subsequent units will be available.25
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As upgrade and refurbishment is1

completed, OPG staff will apply standard processes2

to test and commission the equipment.  Much of3

this work must be done after the approved shutdown4

state is removed and involves testing at various5

power levels.  The testing will include full unit6

response tests, such as reactor trips initiated by7

the enhanced shutdown system.  There will be8

approximately three months of testing between the9

removal of the approved shutdown state and the10

completion of the return to service.11

The specific testing and12

commissioning process used on the equipment will13

ensure that the work was performed correctly and14

that the upgrades and refurbishment will perform15

as expected.16

I will use the containment system17

as an example of the testing and commissioning18

processes.  The containment system has remained in19

service during the lay up.  Accordingly, it has20

been routinely tested.  On that system, we are21

installing modified stack monitors.  And, so, we22

are writing a detailed commissioning specification23

to fully prove these monitors meet the intent of24

their design.25
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Finally, prior to the restart of1

each unit, the containment system will be pressure2

tested to confirm complete system integrity.  The3

testing and commissioning process is described in4

Section E.3 of OPG's written submission at CMD5

01-H17.1.6

As Mr. Preston mentioned, prior to7

removing the reactor from its approved shutdown8

state, a ready-for-service review will be9

conducted by OPG management.  This review will10

confirm that all the necessary work has been11

completed and that the testing and commissioning12

results are satisfactory.  Additionally, the13

review will confirm that the documentation and14

trained staff needed for safe operation are in15

place.16

The assessments I have mentioned17

and others, such as the environmental review, the18

environmental assessment, a review against current19

codes and standards and safety analysis updates,20

taken together form a comprehensive review of21

safety.  This is described in Section D of OPG's22

written submission.23

This comprehensive review24

addresses each of the 11 safety factors specified25
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in the Periodic Safety Review Guidelines issued by1

the International Atomic Energy Agency for2

reassessment of the safety of older nuclear3

plants.  This comprehensive review confirms that4

once the return to service work is complete, the5

plant will be safer, the environmental performance6

will be better, and that Pickering A will compare7

favourably with more modern plants.8

Throughout the return to service,9

OPG has consulted with community leaders and other10

stakeholders through the community advisor11

council, municipal council presentations, and12

other activities such as open houses, our13

neighbourhood walk program and breakfast meetings. 14

We consider these opportunities to hear from the15

community as an important part of our business.16

OPG continues to provide17

information to the members of the community.  For18

example, we also mail our quarterly newsletters to19

every home and business in Pickering, Ajax, and20

east Scarborough.  OPG will continue to work with21

our host communities throughout the return to22

service and thereafter.23

Ron Osborne will now make some24

closing remarks.25
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MR. OSBORNE:  Thank you, Madam1

Chair, Commissioners.2

Ontario Power Generation is3

committed to safety, environmental leadership,4

reliable, cost-effective production of electricity5

from our nuclear stations, and good community6

relations.7

We believe that our return to8

service effort at Pickering A will meet these9

standards.  Thank you again for the opportunity to10

address you.  We would be pleased to answer any11

questions you may have.12

To repeat what I said at the13

beginning, you obviously will address questions to14

any of us that you feel fit.  But whether they are15

generic questions that you don't have a particular16

bias in whom you wish to address, it would help us17

keep our team in order if you could address them18

through Bob Strickert.  Thank you very much.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very20

much, Mr. Osborne.  With the permission of the21

Commission Members, I would like to hear the staff22

presentation as outlined in CMD document 01-H1723

before we proceed to questions.  Therefore, I have24

the permission of the Commission Members.  I will25
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ask Mr. Harvie to proceed.1

2

01-H173

Oral Presentation by CNSC Staff4

MR. HARVIE:  Thank you, Madam5

Chair.  Good morning, Madam President and Members6

of the Commission.7

My name is Jim Harvie and I am8

Director General of Reactor Regulation at the9

CNSC.  With me today on my right is Mr. Peter10

Elder, the Director of our Power Reactor11

Evaluation Division.  To my left is Dr. John Tong,12

the head of our site office team at the Pickering13

A station.14

I will be giving to introduction15

to the CNSC staff presentation on the application16

to restart the Pickering A units before turning17

the presentation over to Mr. Elder, who will18

discuss the details of the CNSC staff assessment.19

The presentation will provide some20

background to the request from Ontario Power21

Generation to restart the Pickering A units and22

the requirements set by CNSC staff.  We will then23

discuss the main elements of the CNSC staff review24

and provide a summary of the assessment findings,25
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recognizing that the report contains details in1

each assessment area.2

We will discuss in more detail the3

comprehensive safety review, since this is the4

first time that such a review has been performed5

in Canada.6

Finally, we will present the7

conclusions and recommendations.8

Pickering A nuclear generating9

station began commercial operation in 1971.  The10

station operated safely until the end of 1997. 11

However, both the Atomic Energy Control Board and12

AECB staff became increasingly dissatisfied with13

the standards of operation and maintenance over14

perhaps a 12-year period from the mid-1980s.15

Ontario Power Generation, then16

Ontario Hydro, decided in 1997, to place the four17

units at Pickering A in a laid up state.  There18

were two reasons for shutting down the reactors at19

the end of 1997.  First, as Mr. Elder will discuss20

in more detail, Pickering A was built before the21

Atomic Energy Control Board established the22

requirement that reactors must have two fully23

independent and diverse shutdown systems, and it24

was in fact built with only one fast acting25
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shutdown system.1

In the early 1990s or late 1980s,2

we instructed Ontario Hydro to investigate ways of3

improving the safety situation with respect to the4

reliability of shutting the reactor down.  Ontario5

Hydro looked at various options and, in 1993, we6

recommended to the board that it require Ontario7

Hydro to install one of these options, plus8

additional improvements that we identified, and9

that these installations be completed by the end10

of 1997.11

The board amended the licence in12

1993 and instructed Ontario Hydro to make these13

improvements.  This work was not completed by the14

end of 1997 and the reactors were shut down.  I15

apologize for the typographical error in the16

information I gave to the Commission yesterday. 17

The reactors were shut down at the end of 1997.18

The second reason for shutting19

down is that neither the board nor Ontario Hydro20

management was satisfied with the standards of21

operation of Ontario Hydro's fleet.  Ontario Hydro22

management decided to shut down the older reactors23

at Pickering A and Bruce A to enable resources and24

staff to be concentrated on improving their25
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performance of the newer reactors.1

The improvement plan called for2

the Pickering A units to be restarted once the3

operation of the other stations had improved. 4

After the units were placed in a laid up state, a5

licence condition was added requiring CNSC6

approval before any unit was restarted.  That is7

what we are considering today.8

Ontario Power Generation applied9

for permission to restart the units in November of10

1999, stating their intent to restart the reactors11

one by one over a period of about two years.  A12

lot of work has been done, both by Ontario Power13

Generation and by our staff, with respect to14

restarting these reactors.  Ontario Power15

Generation submitted with the application their16

proposed basis for return to service, detailing17

the requirements that they considered necessary.18

Our staff identified additional19

requirements and eventually we ended up with20

revision 4 of the document on the basis for21

returning to service, which contains an agreed22

basis on the work that needed to be done to23

justify amending the licence to permit the24

reactors to be operated at power.25
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We have tried to identify, as1

precisely as possible in our report to the2

Commission, the work that we consider necessary on3

each reactor before we would approve start up of4

the reactor.5

Obviously, the schedule for6

restart is different for each of the four7

reactors.  The status of the work is less advanced8

on some than on others.  But our recommendation to9

the Commission will be that restart be authorized10

when all the prerequisites that we have identified11

are completed and, conversely, that we will not12

authorize restart of any unit until they are13

completed.14

This application to restart15

triggered an environmental assessment under the16

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act.  A detailed17

screening report was prepared and presented to the18

Commission for decision in the fall of last year. 19

The Commission issued a Record of Decision on the20

environmental assessment in February 2001,21

concluding that the restart of Pickering A would22

not have significant adverse environmental23

effects.24

But it is important to note that25
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the screening report made assumptions that a1

number of improvements planned by Ontario Power2

Generation would indeed be implemented.3

As Mr. Osborne said, Ontario Power4

Generation has recently informed us that it has5

revised the schedule for the restart of unit 4,6

the first unit which will start, as discussed in7

our supplemental report to the Commission.8

They now expect the prerequisite9

work will not be completed until December 2001 or10

January 2002.  The original schedule had this work11

completed by October 2001.  A change in schedule12

does not affect the CNSC staff recommendation to13

the Commission, as discussed in our supplemental14

report.15

We consider that the technical16

situation is now sufficiently clear that it is17

appropriate for us to present it to the Commission18

at this time so that the Commission can begin its19

deliberations on what we recognize is a very20

important decision, and that the members of the21

public and OPG can be informed at this time of the22

recommendations that the staff is making to the23

Commission.24

CNSC staff defined the25
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requirements with respect to the restart prior to1

receiving a formal application from Ontario Power2

Generation.  These requirements are listed here.3

We required a comprehensive safety4

assessment because Pickering A was one of the5

first nuclear generating stations licensed in6

Canada and there had been considerable evolution7

of safety standards since the original licensing. 8

It was known that Pickering A did not fully meet9

current standards in some areas.10

A comprehensive review would allow11

all areas where Pickering A did not meet standards12

to be identified and addressed.  Since the13

integrated improvement program was the key part of14

Ontario Power Generation's improvement plan, CNSC15

staff required that Pickering A be brought up to16

the same level of improvement in that program as17

the other Ontario Power Generation stations.18

There are many issues that we have19

considered in preparing our recommendations to the20

Commission.  We have done our best to summarize21

these in a report to you.  We have chosen to22

include some of these in our presentation this23

morning, but in the time available, we cannot do a24

comprehensive presentation on all the work we have25
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reviewed.1

Obviously, if there are issues2

that Commission Members want more detail on, we3

will provide that detail either today or at a4

subsequent part of the hearing.5

I will now turn the presentation6

over to Mr. Elder, who will discuss the results of7

the staff assessment.8

MR. ELDER:  Thank you, Mr. Harvie.9

The first step in assessing the10

Pickering A application was to define acceptance11

criteria for staff to use in their assessments.12

Since the units had not been operating, it was not13

possible to assess the licensees performance in14

most areas.  Rather, staff concentrated on15

improvements and modifications Ontario Power16

Generation was planning to submit and the adequacy17

of these improvements.18

CNSC staff reviewed each program19

and area to check that every issue in the program20

was being addressed and that Ontario Power21

Generation had provided enough information to22

judge the adequacy of the planned improvements.23

Where Ontario Power Generation24

would not be completely resolving an issue before25
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restart, and this was only in a few cases, they1

needed to provide enough information for staff to2

assess the impact of these issues on the overall3

safety.4

Finally, for the integrated5

improvement program projects, Ontario Power6

Generation needed to demonstrate that the projects7

were at least as advanced at Pickering as at the8

other stations.9

There were four main review10

elements to the CNSC staff assessment.  The11

comprehensive safety review, which included a12

number of individual reviews, such as a comparison13

against modern codes and standards and a review of14

the findings of the Pickering A risk assessment. 15

Pickering A risk assessment is a probabilistic16

safety assessment, as well as a fire hazard17

assessment.  There are also some previous reviews,18

such as the 1998 seismic assessment that we19

reviewed in terms of their impact on return to20

service.21

Ontario Power Generation's basis22

for restart document, which outlines all the plan23

work, was reviewed in detail.  Finally, a number24

of evaluations and audits of the restart project25
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were conducted, including a series of quality1

assurance audits and training evaluations.2

The next few slides provide a3

summary of the assessments, with more detail on4

the comprehensive safety review provided at the5

end.6

In the area of safety analysis,7

CNSC staff find the situation acceptable, provided8

that OPG revise the large loss of coolant analysis9

to account for recent discoveries related to10

reactor physicist's codes.  Based on the analysis11

provided for our other stations, CNSC staff12

believe that the analysis for Pickering A will be13

acceptable once there are minor changes to the14

operating limits; for example, the maximum15

allowable flux till.16

Under fitness for service, OPG is17

addressing all the known design issues at18

Pickering A with design changes.  CNSC staff have19

found these changes to be acceptable.  This20

includes improvements to address environmental21

qualification and fire protection.  All the22

significant equipment improvements are included in23

the staff's list of recommended prerequisites to24

restart.25
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In the area of operational1

processes, OPG has already implemented the2

improvement programs at Pickering as part of the3

improvement plan and there are no prerequisites to4

restart associated with these processes. 5

Similarly, under performance assurance, all the6

programs are corporate wide and are being7

implemented at all sites.8

The audits of quality assurance of9

the design, including OPG's use of contractors,10

did not identify any major problems.  The audits11

found OPG was doing a good job of reviewing and12

controlling contractor work.13

In the area of training, the14

prerequisites to restart are well defined.  OPG15

must demonstrate that it has an adequate number of16

qualified staff and that all these staff have been17

trained, including training on the modifications.18

CNSC staff assessments of training have identified19

that progress has been slow in developing this20

training.  However, the prerequisite remains that21

all staff must be trained before restart.22

The emergency preparedness program23

is not affected by the restart and was rated as24

acceptable at the last Pickering A licence renewal25
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in the spring of 2001.  In that renewal, this1

environmental protection program was also rated as2

acceptable and has not been modified as part of3

the return to service project.4

The improvements credited in the5

environmental assessment that was done as part of6

the restart are all included in the CNSC's staff7

list of recommended prerequisites to restart.8

The environmental monitoring9

program at Pickering will be modified to include10

the requirements of the environmental assessment11

follow-up and monitoring program.  The basis of12

this program was provided in the Environmental13

Assessment Report.  However, a period of public14

comment was required before the program is15

finalized.  That period of public comment is now16

over.  The final version of the report should be17

ready in early August.18

The programs listed on this slide19

are not affected by the return to service and20

remain acceptable from the last licence renewal: 21

Radiation protection, nuclear security and22

safeguards and nuclear non-proliferation.23

As mentioned earlier, as part of24

the overall assessment, CNSC staff required OPG to25
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perform a comprehensive review of safety modeled1

on the International Atomic Energy Agency's2

periodic safety reviews.  Periodic safety reviews3

are intended to reassess the safety of older4

nuclear generating stations for continued5

operation.  They explicitly require the station be6

compared to current standards and that all7

deviations from the standards be justified.8

The deviations can be addressed by9

design modifications or by showing that the design10

meets the intent of the standards.  In cases where11

it is not possible to meet the intent, the safety12

impact needs to be assessed in detail.13

The general conclusions of the14

safety review were:  The major deficiencies of the15

design of Pickering A were previously known and16

the solutions have been identified, in some cases17

accepted by the AECB or the CNSC.  Only a few18

other minor deficiencies were identified as part19

of the safety review.  OPG has planned20

improvements to address each deficiency.  However,21

in some areas, even with the improvements,22

Pickering A will not be in full conformance with23

modern standards.  These areas are discussed in24

the following slides.25
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As Mr. Harvie mentioned at the1

beginning, Pickering A was built with one fast2

acting shutdown system.  Current regulatory policy3

requires two independent systems.  The intent of4

this policy is to ensure that accidents with5

failure to shut down are of so low probability6

that they do not need to be considered in the7

analysis.8

In 1988, the AECB required Ontario9

Hydro to invest in ways to improve the shutdown10

system reliability.  This resulted in the board11

amending the Pickering A licence in 1993 to12

require that enhanced shutdown capability be13

installed by the end of 1997.  The improved design14

is based on the proposal by the licensee, with15

further improvements specified by the board.  For16

accidents with potential to cause rapid power17

increases, a second set of independent triplicated18

instrumentation was required, which greatly19

improves the reliability of detecting the need to20

shut down.21

Additional shutoff rods were also22

added to improve the reliability of the shutdown23

action.24

CNSC staff has reviewed the25
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technical basis for the recommendation that was1

made in 1993, and conclude that the basis has not2

changed and remains valid at this time.3

With respect to seismic4

qualification, there has been considerable5

discussion of the seismic risk around the6

Pickering area.  In assessing the seismic hazard,7

we take advice from the Geological Survey of8

Canada, who have expertise in this area.  The9

advice we received is that the seismic hazard in10

the Pickering area is low.11

In addition, in 1995, the AECB12

sponsored a major workshop to bring the best13

expertise to discuss the seismic hazard in14

southern Ontario.  The conclusion of this workshop15

was also that the seismic hazard was very low.16

However, the 1965 version of the17

National Building Code to which Pickering A was18

constructed did not include explicit seismic19

provisions for systems or components.  More recent20

standards require all systems and components to be21

seismically qualified.22

To address the adequacy of the23

Pickering A design for seismic events, Ontario24

Hydro was required to conduct a seismic margin25
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assessment using a one in 10,000 year earthquake. 1

The magnitude of this earthquake was recommended2

by the Geological Survey of Canada.  Assessment3

technique used, the seismic margin assessment, was4

one developed in the United States for assessing5

power reactors.6

CNSC staff conclude that the7

review demonstrates that Pickering A can maintain8

essential safety functions following a credible9

seismic event -- that is a one in 10,000 year10

earthquake -- once the identified improvements11

from the review are in place.12

CNSC regulatory policies require13

special safety systems, the containment system,14

the emergency cooling system and the shutdown15

systems to be as independent as possible from16

other systems in the station and to have a minimum17

reliability of 99.9 percent.18

The design of the emergency19

cooling system at Pickering A shares components20

with the moderator system.  These shared21

components are the main contributor to the core22

damage frequency that was calculated by the23

Pickering A risk assessment, since failure of the24

components can cause failure of both systems.25
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As part of the return to service1

project, CNSC staff instructed OPG to find ways to2

reduce the number of shared components.  They have3

done this, which in turn is reducing the predicted4

core damage frequency to an acceptable level.5

Ontario Power Generation is also6

improving the reliability of the containment and7

emergency cooling systems.  The containment system8

will now meet the regulatory target.  While the9

reliability of the emergency cooling system is10

being improved, it still does not quite meet the11

target.  CNSC staff believe the situation is12

acceptable since the risk assessment shows that13

there is not a significant risk impact to the14

public because of it not meeting the target.15

In conclusion, all areas assessed16

by CNSC staff met the acceptance criteria or will17

meet, once identified improvements are in place.18

OPG has committed to considerable19

improvements, and CNSC staff propose that the20

improvements be made part of the licence condition21

to ensure the improvements are made.22

The station is in better and safer23

condition than when it was shut down.  In the area24

where the improvements do not bring the station25
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fully up to current standards, the remaining risk1

is small and CNSC staff conclude that the station2

can be safely operated.3

I will now return the floor to Mr.4

Harvie, who will conclude the presentation.5

MR. HARVIE:  Thank you, Mr. Elder.6

Pickering A is the oldest commercial nuclear7

generating station in Canada.  It was originally8

licensed for construction in the late 1960s and9

for operation in 1971.10

Obviously, since that period,11

there has been considerable development of12

standards for the safety of nuclear reactors in13

this country, both within the nuclear industry and14

within the regulatory body.15

Considerable improvement has been16

made to the Pickering A reactors to bring them17

into compliance with the more modern standards or18

to meet the intent of the standards.19

As we discussed, an extensive20

study called "The Pickering A Risk Assessment" has21

been carried out and has identified a number of22

areas of design weakness which have been23

strengthened to considerably improve the level of24

safety.25
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CNSC staff has required that a1

comprehensive review of the safety of the station2

be done and that a review be carried out to3

compare the design of the station with the4

standards that would be applied to a new nuclear5

generating station today.6

There has also been extensive7

refurbishing of equipment in the station such that8

the state of important safety-related equipment is9

as good or better than the state in the operating10

nuclear generating stations.11

All this work has resulted in12

safety improvements, such that the level of13

safety, in our view, is considerably higher than14

it was when the station was originally licensed15

and the station is in better and safer condition16

than it was in when it was shut down at the end of17

1997.18

CNSC staff has spent considerable19

effort in reviewing areas where the plant will not20

fully conform to current requirements.  They are21

all discussed in detail in our report.22

On the basis of our detailed23

review, CNSC staff is satisfied that the station24

has been upgraded as far as practicable to meet25
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modern standards or their intent.1

CNSC staff is also satisfied that,2

with the improvements made to date and the3

improvements which it proposes Ontario Power4

Generation be required to implement before the5

restart of any reactor is approved, the station6

meets standards of safety sufficient for the staff7

to recommend that the Commission amend the licence8

to allow restart of Pickering A.9

Our recommendation in the final10

slide is that the CNSC staff recommend that the11

Commission amend the Pickering A licence to allow12

restart once the identified improvements have been13

completed on the reactor.14

This concludes our presentation.15

Thank you, and we are available to answer any16

questions.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very18

much, Mr. Harvie.  We will be at this time taking19

a break.  Then we will resume for questioning.20

It is now 10:15 a.m.  We will take21

a 15 minute break.  We will start promptly at22

10:30 a.m.23

Thank you very much.24

--- Upon recessing at 10:15 a.m.25
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--- Upon resuming at 10:30 a.m.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We have heard2

the presentations by the Applicant and by the3

staff.  The floor is now open for questions from4

the Commission Members.5

Dr. Barnes.6

MEMBER BARNES:  I wanted to ask a7

couple of general questions to start off with.8

We are being asked as a Commission9

to approve the return to service.  We have been10

given a fair amount of information.  We all11

appreciate, I think, the complexity of this12

operation and the significant costs that have been13

deployed and the redeployment of a good deal of14

manpower over the past few years.15

But the purpose, obviously, of16

this hearing and its continuation is to try and17

make clear that OPG is qualified to operate this18

plant and its four units safely for the public and19

for the environment.  We have been given a fair20

bit of information.  Part of that information is,21

of course, provided by OPG in the appendices.  One22

relates to the IIP.23

But the other refers to the24

milestones of the major work that was essentially25
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planned to bring the plant up to current levels. 1

As in all good management, we target this in the2

forms of milestones which are to be achieved and3

you break this down into four different4

components.5

From the basis of that and with6

Commission staff working with you, you try to make7

some assessment whether these milestones have been8

essentially met.9

Originally the plant was to be, in10

a sense, restarted or brought towards that later11

this year, and in that case a hearing now and it12

is Hearing Day 2, a little later would have been13

appropriate.  We now hear from OPG that this is14

not likely to take place until towards the end of15

the first quarter of 2001, which puts this hearing16

at some considerable distance, which to me17

suggests that you haven't got all things in order18

appropriately.19

If I look at that Appendix 1 that20

you provided in there and look at the milestones,21

I made a quick calculation of them or a quick22

count.  You have 120 milestones, of which about 9523

are listed as in a sense to be completed by the24

return to service date.25
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I had better get them correct,1

here.  Prior to removal of GSS, these are the2

words that you use repeatedly throughout this.  I3

am wondering why should we be convinced, first4

given the fact that you have deferred this for at5

least three months, possibly as much as six months6

from the anticipated return to service of the7

start of unit 4 and, secondly, that so many of the8

milestones have essentially not been completed by9

this time, why should we be convinced that this is10

the appropriate time to provide this licence11

amendment?12

MR. STRICKERT:  Dr. Barnes, I13

would like to first of all clarify one issue.  The14

restart will be about three months before the15

return to service because we spend about three16

months in the commissioning and testing period17

after we remove the guaranteed shutdown state.18

So, the restart is targeted19

tentatively for December, early January.  And then20

return to service would be later in the first21

quarter of 2002.22

I will ask Gene Preston, our Chief23

Nuclear Officer, to outline the answer to your24

other question as to why should you be convinced.25
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MR. PRESTON:  Dr. Barnes, your1

question is one that is appropriate.  As Ron2

mentioned earlier, we regrettably had to announce3

that we had a three-month delay.  However, what we4

want to stress is that we have in the past and5

will continue to focus on our safety of the plant,6

the safety of the project and the quality of the7

work.  We will not allow ourselves to be hastened8

by schedule to cut corners or to minimize the9

thoroughness by which this job is being done.10

In terms of the milestones, that11

is not to show when -- this is not a schedule.  It12

is not to show when the work is planned to be13

done, but to say that before we can remove the14

approved shutdown state, all of this work will in15

fact be done.  There is an integrated schedule16

which shows over the next few months how it is all17

coming together.18

The first piece of it was the19

engineering.  The engineering work was not as20

rapid as we would have thought it was be going to21

be.  When we got an understanding that the22

engineering was going to be delayed, rather than23

try to do something to maintain the existing24

schedule, we made the decision that we were going25
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to announce a delay and still ensure that work be1

done in a quality fashion.2

MEMBER BARNES:  Maybe just turning3

to staff, again, in Appendix 1, major planned work4

in four areas -- safety and licensing issues,5

environmental issues, improvements to plant6

material condition, and IIP initiatives -- I would7

have thought personally that a lot of these8

milestone would have been achieved within a few9

months of the request to remove the shutdown10

condition.  Am I wrong in this?11

There is an awful lot of work that12

is proceeding and is targeted to certain13

milestones.  I get the impression all these14

milestones are going to be achieved within an15

incredibly short period of time.  You have told us16

and you have given us your assurance that as you17

work with OPG you can see them moving towards18

this, and I get the impression from staff that you19

don't see a problem in this.20

But given that 95 out of the 12021

milestones will only be achieved as we approach22

this point, why would this be the case in such a23

wide range of issues?24

MR. HARVIE:  I think one thing to25
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remember is that there are four reactors at1

Pickering A.  We are taking the position that once2

we have completed our technical review and are in3

a position to make recommendations to the4

Commission and to identify all the work which is5

needed which we require to have completed before6

each unit starts up, that that is an appropriate7

time to come to the Commission to give you our8

recommendations and to allow you to start your9

deliberations on the decision.10

It is possible that you could make11

your decision and, if the decision were12

favourable, it would be some considerable time13

before even the first and certainly the fourth14

unit would be restarted.  But we don't want to be15

driven by schedule.  We want to be driven by16

safety.  We are going to make sure that all these17

prerequisites are completed before any unit is18

restarted.  We may very well delay the schedule19

further and make the time further, because when20

Dr. Tong's staff are looking at the commissioning21

and it is going on, they may very well require22

further commissioning tests, which Ontario Power23

Generation hadn't planned.24

So, our position is we are today25
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in a position to make our technical1

recommendations to you as to what the2

prerequisites should be.  Therefore, we are making3

these recommendations to you today, and we will4

not, and we have assurance from OPG that they will5

not, allow schedule pressures to make anybody6

compromise on safety and in doing thorough7

commissioning of the plant.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Barnes.9

MEMBER BARNES:  Just on a second10

general question, I was interested in the kind of11

wording that both OPG and staff made in giving the12

history of the shutdown in 1997, 1998 and so13

forth.  From my recollection, there were a couple14

of other issues that were certainly central there. 15

It is my perception that one was the capacity of16

then Ontario Hydro management to be able to17

operate Pickering B and A effectively up to the18

level.  That really was not stated there. 19

Secondly, part of that was the availability of20

resources to do that.21

I just would like to comment22

because we now are several years, but Ontario23

Hydro and then OPG made really quite significant24

changes in their management, both in individuals,25
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and Gene Preston and others would know about that,1

but also in addressing some very serious issues of2

management.  I don't think these points are3

adequately brought out in this documentation on4

either side.5

Part of that was also a6

redeployment of both dollar resources7

sequentially.8

Could I also ask as a further9

point, one of the issues that I thought this10

Commission would be needing to address and need to11

be shown when it finally came back to these12

hearings today to restart Pickering was to13

demonstrate the capacity that now OPG in fact did14

have the management capabilities and the fiscal15

resources to be able to run Pickering A and B16

together.17

Again, this point I don't think is18

adequately brought out in either of the19

documentation.  These were central issues earlier20

and I think they remain central questions today.21

Could I then just deflect that and22

say to what extent has the release of23

responsibility for running Bruce affected your24

capability now to focus more resources and25
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management focus on bringing these four units on1

stream in the next two to three years and doing2

that, as well as running an enhanced Pickering B?3

MR. STRICKERT:  Dr. Barnes, I will4

ask Gene Preston, our CNO, to answer that5

question.6

MR. PRESTON:  And I will ask Ron7

Osborne to make a comment as well, because you8

have hit the nail right on the head.9

We absolutely are able to10

concentrate much more focus on operating Pickering11

A, B and Darlington, the 12 units to the east.  In12

fact, we are even looking and considering or13

studying moving a substantial portion of the14

nuclear division out of the university, out closer15

to the power plants where they can service the16

plants more fully.17

When we shut down Pickering A in18

1997, I was the Site Vice-President.  I had19

responsibility for one operations group, one20

maintenance group for all eight units.  It was a21

real struggle to operate eight plants or at that22

time we were operating seven and trying to restart23

this very unit that we are here to talk about24

today, unit 4.25
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As part of what has happened over1

the ensuing period, we have in fact put additional2

management capability and management presence at3

the station.  There is in fact a Site4

Vice-President for Pickering A, a Site5

Vice-President for Pickering B.  There is a Site6

Vice-President in terms of Bob to provide support7

to ensure that all of the stakeholder interest is8

met, and there just was not enough management9

coverage to do the things that we needed to do to10

have those plants running at the top performance. 11

Today we have that.12

I would like to go back to your13

previous question, if I may.  Part of what is14

making the milestones all look to be the same in15

terms of the guaranteed shutdown state removal is16

that a lot of this work is tied to physical work17

having to be performed in the plant.  I mentioned18

at the beginning of the presentation that we had19

only really been at this for about two months.20

The work that we had performed21

prior to now was work that we felt we would have22

to do even if the Commission made a decision to23

not approve the environmental assessment, and that24

is work on our radiated fuel bay, work on25
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environmental issues, things that we would have to1

keep for as long as the structure was there.2

Now, since then, we have now begun3

to staff up with field resources and OPG4

engineering to start doing some of the analysis5

and some of the other statistical work that is6

identified here.  We have had several discussions7

with everyone that is involved around the8

doability and their commitment to making this all9

happen.  We think that, although it is aggressive,10

it all can physically be accomplished in the time11

frames that we have now established for ourselves.12

MR. OSBORNE:  Dr. Barnes, may I13

make a supplementary response on the two14

questions?15

On your first question, which I16

will encapsulate is why are we only now finding17

out we are going to be three months late -- and I18

don't want to put words in your mouth but that is19

the question I have been trying to answer --  I20

will take full responsibility for not allowing21

physical work, other than that which Gene has22

described to start until after the EA decision was23

promulgated, which was I think, if memory serves,24

towards the end of February.25
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First of all, I didn't want to be1

presumptuous or even appear presumptuous with2

respect to the outcome.  You will recall that3

there were allegations by some people in the A4

process, whether it was in front of you or in the5

press, I don't recall, that in fact we were6

ignoring the EA process and going blindly ahead. 7

We were not going to expose ourselves to that8

risk.9

Secondly, had you come up with a10

different decision on the EA, I did not want to11

have to explain why I had authorized a lot of12

expenditures on physical work that turned out to13

be a waste of time.  What I permitted to go ahead14

was the work that Gene referred to that was going15

to happen regardless.  I also permitted to go16

ahead, obviously, all the things that had to do17

with safety analysis, with scoping the work,18

ensuring that we knew what we had to do once we19

got the green light to go ahead and do the work,20

et cetera.21

The reality is that the actual22

field work has only started since February.  We23

are candidly slower out of the gates than we24

wanted to be.  It's as simple as that.  It is25
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partly the engineering that Gene refers to; it is1

partly getting our ducks in order with people in2

the field working, et cetera.  This is one of3

those things where the straw breaks the camel's4

back.  At some point you come to the realization5

that we can't make up the lost time.6

It has been almost now a two-year7

process that we have been going through in this8

entire thing, if you go back to the beginning.  I9

think it is fair to say that I certainly didn't10

understand the magnitude or the scope or the time11

frame around the EA.  We were learning a little12

bit on the fly as we went through that.  We have13

had resources waiting in abeyance for a14

considerable period of time as that process15

unfolded.16

I think candidly we were so17

focused on getting the right result around the EA,18

we weren't focused enough in getting our ducks in19

order to come out of the shoot with all guns20

blazing.  That is the reality.21

I would alert you that we now have22

some five or six months of significant field work23

to achieve, and I will be watching and Gene will24

be watching week by week to ensure that we25
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adequately allow in the schedule and, if1

necessary, further amend the schedule for any2

discovery work that comes out.  Because we can't3

sit here and tell you there won't be discovery4

work.  There could be discovery work.5

I think it is essentially our6

desire to make sure that our ducks were in order7

on the environmental assessment front that stopped8

us from getting on with the work earlier than we9

otherwise would have and, candidly, we haven't10

been fast out of the blocks.  That is the bottom11

line.12

On the second issue, specifically13

with reference to the impact of Bruce, and us no14

longer having day-to-day responsibility for the15

Bruce operations, I suspect you have had better16

things to do than read all the myriad speeches I17

have to give on the future of nuclear and OPG.  I18

have been consistent now over the past 12 months19

in those speeches in pointing out a number of20

factors around the Bruce transaction, one of which21

clearly I have underlined many times was our22

desire to bring a separate management team to part23

of the Ontario Hydro's former operations for a24

number of reasons.25
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We thought it would be good to1

have what I will call operational competition. 2

You will have a chance to see not just us but3

somebody else operating the Ontario fleet.4

Secondly, it would relieve5

pressure on us as a management team.  There is a6

lot of work that is required, not just at7

Pickering A, but at Pickering B.  We have a very8

large work program at Pickering B.  That will not9

be sacrificed in the context of Pickering A. 10

Pickering B work will always have precedence over11

Pickering A.12

I felt very strongly, almost from13

the day I joined this company a little over three14

years ago, that we had too much on our plate.15

Regardless of electricity deregulation, et cetera,16

we were going to look for management help for one17

of the plants.  We achieved that.  It was a long,18

drawn out process, appropriately so, because it is19

complex and you are dealing with complex assets20

and complex issues.21

We have taken a huge operating and22

management burden off existing OPG management who23

now have responsibility to turn Darlington and24

Pickering into a cohesive 2001-2002 style25
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operating management team.  I think we have made1

excellent progress.  Our production results are2

good.  The achievements that we have made through3

IIP and in safety improvement, et cetera, at both4

plants are good.  I think there is some evidence5

of that in the work that CNSC staff has done in6

bringing forward BMDs and now CMDs I guess they7

are called to you, et cetera.8

I think we are well on the way. 9

We are not there.  We haven't completed all that10

journey, but we are well underway.  I will simply11

reassure you, from a management standpoint, I12

always have to have schedule and deadlines in mind13

or you simply don't have any target to ever aim14

at.  We will not be hamstrung by artificial15

deadlines.  We will get the work done.  As soon as16

we ever realize that more work is required or more17

time is required, we will make sure that your18

staff and you are adequately informed.19

I would also point out that much20

of the work that is going on and has to be done21

before GSS has nothing to do with physical work in22

a sense.  It has to do with analysis and further23

documentation of risk assessment, et cetera.  That24

isn't where we are being held up.25
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The issues have to do with1

physical work in the plant, people holding2

wrenches and getting to the mine face, if I can3

use that term.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Graham.5

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I have a couple of6

questions to follow up on what was just being said7

with regard to the cost and so on.8

We have had a history of the plant9

and when it started and so on, and it operated for10

approximately I guess 26 years, and the life of11

the plant.12

It has been said in a couple of13

places that there is approximately $1 billion to14

be spent to do this.15

I have never seen a break down of16

that.  I know maybe it is not relevant, but it is17

relevant, I guess, to the safety issues of how18

much is in hard costs and how much is in soft19

costs of training and all these other aspects. 20

Has that been made available to CNSC?21

MR. STRICKERT:  Gene Preston will22

address that issue.23

MR. PRESTON:  Mr. Graham, the24

information is available.  I am not certain that25
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we have ever presented to it the CNSC in quite1

that fashion.  In fact, most of the reports that2

we provide are on a technical or regulatory basis3

as opposed to financial.4

However, if you sort of break down5

the $1.3 billion, it is around $400 million for6

safety, environment and the other improvement7

IIPs, and about $100 million for project8

management and project execution and planning.  I9

am talking about the management structure that the10

contractors have established for managing the11

project.12

We then have several big hitters. 13

We have talked about some of them during the14

presentation today.  For our environmental15

qualification, again, this is the equipment16

qualification, we are spending roughly $6517

million.  We have fire protection upgrades that18

Bob spoke of, which is around $40 million.  We19

have replacement of the main unit condensers,20

which Dr. Barnes talked about other factors which21

caused the shutdown back in 1997.  One of those22

was that we were operating Pickering A with copper23

bearing condenser tubes and that copper was24

sloughing off and finding its way into Lake25
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Ontario.  As part of this refurbishment, we are1

going to put new stainless tubes in that don't2

have copper.3

There are other true environmental4

upgrades, $80 million worth.  We have talked about5

containments or confinements for storage tanks,6

raising buried piping so that if it should have a7

rupture or a leak, we would be able to see it and8

not have it occur underground add not know about9

it.10

There is about $500 million that11

is being spent exclusively on refurbishment, that12

is just the upgrade of existing equipment that is13

present in the plant already.  In the large14

components there are the turbine generators, of15

which we are going to spend about $80 million, and16

the steam generator refurbishment program, of17

which two of the plants will in fact receive a hot18

boiler chemclean.  That is around $50 million.19

Then there is roughly $200 million20

that is associated with the actual commissioning21

that we have talked about.  After the systems have22

been modified and they have been brought back to a23

refurbished state and you are ready to now begin24

to do the operation, there is about $200 million25
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involved in that.1

That is the major aspects of it. 2

I can get you a more detailed break down if it is3

desirable.4

MEMBER GRAHAM:  That is good.  We5

will have the transcripts of that to be able to6

follow it up.7

I know you have talked about8

because of what has happened at Bruce and so on,9

that you have now been able to focus more of your10

management energies towards Pickering and11

Darlington.12

I guess my question is:  In the13

entire nuclear industry in Ontario, approximately14

how many people are employed?  What is attrition15

and are you satisfied that with starting up these16

four units over a period of time, plus what17

British Energy planned to do at Bruce, is there18

going to be sufficient staffing, not maybe top19

management, but within the plants to be able to20

meet those requirements, because regardless of21

whether there is a different ownership, the22

industry is still going to employ so many people23

and you have a certain amount of attrition each24

year.25
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MR. PRESTON:  Yes, sir.  A big1

part of our planning deals with resource2

allocation and succession planning and staff3

workforce planning.4

Just going back again to 1997, we5

were operating 19 reactors at five stations and a6

heavy water facility, which of itself had another7

900 to 1,000 employees.  We reduced the operating8

stations to 12 plants and we redistributed the9

entire workforce.  There were around 10,500 OPG or10

Ontario Hydro nuclear employees in 1997.11

That number has remained12

essentially constant, if you assumed that we have13

reestablished or reallocated 3,200 or 3,300 people14

to the Bruce power deal.  As well, in looking at15

our attrition rates and expected losses, Bob16

mentioned that we began to pre-hire in three17

primary areas.  Those were the areas which we saw18

as having the most vulnerability or the most19

exposure because of the scarcity of the kinds of20

specialized skills and the long qualification21

program for people when you hired them.  That was22

in the special engineering areas, the operations23

which have to be approved by the CNSC for the most24

part, and the special safety system qualified25
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controlled techs.1

We really have tried to anticipate2

that we are going to have a large change over over3

time.  We have looked at our historical data.  We4

have looked at what the changes to our collective5

agreements with our unions in terms of pensions6

and retirement benefits are going to do and tried7

to factor in a forward-looking projection as to8

what that demand might be, then looked at our9

supply, looked at our experience and adjusted it10

accordingly.11

Your question around the Bruce A12

and Pickering A, though, with regards to13

contractor staff and craft skill that we are going14

to need to do that work, that is in fact something15

that is taxing the available supply.  Up until16

recently, there was lots of construction going on17

in Ontario and, so, finding sufficient numbers of18

construction types is a concern of ours.  But up19

until now, obviously we have only began in earnest20

a few months ago.  We haven't had any delays, but21

that is something that we are certainly concerned22

about with Bruce deciding that they are going to23

restart Bruce 3 and 4 right away, whereas with24

OPG, we would have merely shifted those resources25
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from Pickering A to Bruce A.1

MEMBER GRAHAM:  The reason I am2

asking the question is along with what is maybe3

being proposed in the nuclear industry even south4

of the border, will there be sufficient people and5

manpower not only to carry out the construction6

part, but also the management and the running of7

really seven or eight more units in Ontario within8

the next number of years?9

MR. PRESTON:  As Ms Keen has said10

it in several other presentations that she has11

made around staffing, both the industry and the12

regulatory body, we are working closely with the13

universities and community colleges in our area to14

try to reintroduce nuclear engineering and a15

nuclear profession-based curriculum.16

We have had several recent17

successes.  At Darlington for instance, we were18

able to have people from Sudbury College come down19

and work with us, students, at our Darlington20

outages.  They were willing to adjust their course21

curriculum to allow for interruptions to coincide22

with our outage schedule.23

Bob Strickert is on the Board of24

Governors for Durham College and is actively25
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involved in helping to help us decide and them1

decide how they can support this anticipated need.2

We now have a large percentage of3

our training actually occurring at Durham College4

at some of their facilities, as well as our own. 5

We have also committed in certain aspects to take6

the graduates from their programs, to hire them as7

employees once they graduate from engineering8

programs.9

We are really working at this. 10

You are absolutely right, it is a concern of ours. 11

If many major plant starts occur in the near term,12

we are going to have to have a real focused area13

in this.  The good thing about it, if there is a14

good thing, is that most of these plants are six15

to eight years to construct, if you wanted to16

construct one.  So we do have time to accommodate17

them.18

MR. OSBORNE:  Could I give a19

somewhat different perspective on this as well.20

I have to tell you that when I21

joined this company three years ago, I was22

extremely concerned at the image that the nuclear23

industry in Canada managed to create for itself --24

this is us, not you -- that we didn't have our act25
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together, and that this was a slow wind down.1

Under that construct, I think it2

would have been incredibly difficult to attract3

appropriate resources, either at the management4

level or at the craft level, career level, and it5

would have been incredibly difficult to attract6

people from outside Canada.7

Yes, there is a risk that, as the8

nuclear industry undergoes a renaissance in the9

United States, which it would appear to be10

undergoing although we have yet to see actual11

plans for the next plant, it is certainly being12

mooted, and you are clearly seeing great activity13

around existing plant, which is operating better14

than it has ever operated and operating darn near15

at full capacity in many, many cases.16

So there will be pressure, but I17

think it is the right kind of pressure because it18

is the kind of pressure that will attract people19

into the industry.  They will not be joining an20

industry where effectively they would be21

undertakers working for the next ten to 15 years22

to see this plant disappear, and then husband it23

as it has gone over the edge of its operating24

life.25
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We now have an industry construct1

in the United States and increasingly in Canada2

where we can genuinely hold out the promise of3

real careers.  I don't know if or when there will4

be another nuclear plant built in Canada.  I5

haven't even turned my mind to that.  It is not an6

issue we worry about.  We have enough on our7

plate, as it is.  But I do believe we have managed8

to create the impression, again appropriately,9

that this is an industry that is on the ascendence10

as opposed to the descendence.11

Yes, there will be pressures12

periodically, but it is the right kind of13

pressure.  It will, in fact, make it possible for14

us to replace people who, over the next five to15

ten years, will be retiring in the normal course. 16

Some will choose early retirement; others will17

not, et cetera.18

While clearly we will have19

challenges, I think the environment in which we20

address those challenges has vastly improved over21

the last three years.  That is particularly true22

at the management level, but it is equally true at23

the craft level.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Giroux.25
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MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.  I am1

going to shift topics here and address the2

question of risk assessment.  I have a few3

questions.4

I would like to start with a5

general question which emerges from all the6

arguments we have heard and read, both from OPG7

and staff about the relative safety assumed for8

Pickering A as compared to other plants, other9

CANDUs.  There are lots of statements where you10

say that an upgrade is practicable, for instance. 11

That was relating to the shutdown systems.12

It has been said that you could13

not quite achieve current standards but that what14

is being done is acceptable.  You also say, for15

instance, that Pickering A, as designed now, will16

be much safer than it was as originally designed. 17

That was one of your conclusions.18

I would like to have a comparison19

with numbers.  I would like numbers and a general20

indication of how much we are talking about, not21

only words, comparing Pickering A in the assumed22

state for its restart to Pickering B, for23

instance.24

Will it be as safe as Pickering B25
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or safer or less safe and by how much?  Let's1

start with this.2

MR. HARVIE:  There have been3

probabilistic risk assessments done for some but4

not all of the plants.  I will ask Mr. Elder to5

answer the question or perhaps Dr. Tong is to the6

actual comparison of predicted core damage7

frequencies in the different probabilistic risk8

assessments.9

MR. ELDER:  Needless to say, how10

the probabilistic risk assessment works is it11

looks at various initiating events and tries to12

figure out the probability from various sequences13

of events.  So, it doesn't give you an overall14

number of safety.  It gives you for various15

events.16

In terms of the core damage17

frequency, which is a number that is usually used,18

there is a reduction.  The Pickering A risk19

assessment came out as 1.3 times ten to the minus20

4 is the probability of severe core damage.  With21

the improvements, that has been reduced to about22

1.5 times ten to the minus 5.  So it is not quite23

order of magnitude reduction in the risk level.24

However, that puts it in the25
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comparable range to the number that has been1

calculated for Bruce B and for Darlington.  It2

also puts it into sort of the normal range for the3

plants within North America.  It was in the upper4

quartile in terms of risk before.  It has been5

brought down into about the average risk for6

plants in North America.7

MEMBER GIROUX:  Yes, that is a8

partial answer to my question, of course.9

Part of your answer is also that10

you don't have a single number.  You don't come11

out with an overall probability of failure or12

something for the plant.  I can understand that.13

But you also discuss the14

availability of special safety systems and, there15

again, if I remember correctly, you are saying16

that this won't be as safe or the availability17

won't be as high as you would expect it or the18

non-availability would not be as small as you19

would expect it.  Could you address that too? 20

Then I will have OPG comment also.21

MR. HARVIE:  In Pickering A there22

are three special safety systems:  A shutdown23

system, containment, and the emergency core24

cooling system.25
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The improvements to the shutdown1

system will make it significantly exceed our2

requirements for reliability.3

The improvements to the4

containment will meet our requirements for5

reliability, the current requirements.6

The improvements to the emergency7

core cooling, the separation between the emergency8

core cooling and the moderator, will bring it to a9

level which is close to our current requirements,10

but does not meet our current requirements. 11

Because it does not meet our current requirements,12

we looked at the Pickering A risk assessment to13

look at the implications of failing to meet that14

specific requirement on overall safety.15

We found that the implications on16

overall safety were very small.  In order to meet17

our current requirements, modifications would have18

to be made to the system with little significant19

improvement in the risk, but these modifications20

would incur considerable radiation dose to the21

staff.  Therefore, we concluded that it was22

acceptable not to go that extra mile to modify the23

emergency core cooling system further.24

Did you have anything to add, Mr.25
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Elder?1

MR. ELDER:  No.2

MEMBER GIROUX:  I will accept your3

statement.  When you say that Pickering A will be4

safer than it was as originally designed, again,5

you don't have numbers.  It is a general judgment6

to which you arrive after considering a series of7

numbers for more specific parts.  Is that correct?8

MR. HARVIE:  Well, for example,9

the enhanced shutdown capability will very10

significantly improve the reliability of the11

shutdown capability of that reactor, which makes12

it, without having to look at the numbers, it13

clearly improves the reliability of shutting down.14

The original Pickering A15

requirement was an unreliability not exceeding16

three times ten to the minus 3.  The enhanced17

shutdown capability will greatly exceed the ten to18

the minus 3 requirement.19

So, the comparison there shows20

that Pickering A, if you approve the restart, will21

be considerably safer in that respect than it was22

in 1971.23

Did you want to add something,24

Peter?25
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MR. ELDER:  In some areas, we do1

have actual numbers based on the probabilistic2

risk assessment.  In terms of the severe core3

damage frequency, there is a reduction from 1.34

times ten to the 4 per year to 2.5 times ten to5

the 5 per year.  So, almost an order of magnitude6

reduction in the predicted severe core damage7

frequency.8

There will be equivalent reduction9

in any accident that would have severe radioactive10

releases.  It puts those events into one in --11

probably it works out to about five in 100 million12

years of operation.13

So, there is a significant14

reduction in those areas of the predicted15

accidents for severe accidents as well.16

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.  I have17

a related question again, and I want to make sure18

that OPG gets a chance to address the issue also.19

But a final question on this is: 20

How much, if any, weight do the 25 years of21

operating experience play in giving you numbers on22

the probabilistic assessment?  Since the design,23

you have had a number of failures.  You have had a24

number of non-failures.  Some parts have held up25
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correctly.  Is that factored into the risk1

assessment for the next 13 years that we are2

talking about?3

MR. ELDER:  The risk assessment4

models, one of the inputs is the failure rates for5

pieces of equipment.  These are updated based on6

actual data from the plant and from world7

experience with nuclear reactors.  So, it is based8

on actual.9

Originally, there was some10

assumption.  If equipment has never failed, you11

have to come up with some number on what is the12

probability of failure.  But they are revised when13

actual failures do occur.  So they are constantly14

revised.15

MR. HARVIE:  If I can just take a16

slightly different perspective, I don't want to go17

through the 30-year history of the plant.18

In the 1970s, the frequency of19

failures of the control system in Pickering A was20

too high.  It was higher than had been expected in21

the design.  We required then that Ontario Hydro22

do a very detailed review of the reliability of23

the control system and make specific changes to24

the control system to reduce the frequency of25
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these failures.1

These changes were made so that2

risk analysis we are doing today reflect that3

these changes were made and don't use the figures4

that are recorded in the 1970s.5

Similarly, there was a pressure6

tube failure in Pickering unit 2, I believe, in7

1983.  Since then, the pressure tubes have been8

replaced.  So we take the figures for the improved9

material in the pressure tubes.10

There was a small loss of coolant11

accident in 1994 that revealed some design12

shortcomings.  These design shortcomings were13

corrected.14

So, the history of the plant has15

shown a number of things which have failed because16

of shortcomings in the original design.  But17

improvements have been made to the design to18

eliminate or to greatly reduce the probability of19

these types of failures.20

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.  Would21

OPG comment on this series of questions.22

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes, Dr. Giroux, I23

will ask Mr. Keith Dinnie, who is the Manager of24

our Probabilistic Risk Assessment Department in25
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OPG, to address your issues with respect to1

probabilistic risks around Pickering A, how it2

compares say to Darlington, where we have also3

completed a risk assessment, and to address the4

issues of the reliability of the shutdown system5

and why it is not only highly reliable, but why it6

compares well with two independent shutdown7

systems.8

I will ask Mr. Dinnie to answer9

those questions for you.10

MR. DINNIE:  The use of11

probabilistic risk assessment techniques does12

provide a means of integrating the contributions13

from various different accidents in the plant to14

come up with an overall estimate of the level of15

safety from the plant and, within the industry16

internationally, it is one way you can make17

comparisons between different plants and different18

types of plants.19

We use two basic measures to20

assess the overall safety typically.  One is the21

severe core damage frequency, which has been22

referred to already, and the other one is a large23

release frequency, which is the release of a24

significant amount of radioactivity to the25
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environment.1

Those are the two primary measures2

of comparison.3

For Pickering A it has already4

been pointed out that the severe core damage5

frequency has been reduced from about one in6

10,000 years to about 2.5 in 100,000 years, almost7

an order of magnitude reduction.  At that level,8

the severe core damage frequency is very similar9

to our estimates for the Bruce and Darlington10

plants, which are more modern plants.11

Incidentally, it was also pointed12

out that this compares favourably too13

internationally with other plants of the same era.14

With respect to the large release15

frequency, this was estimated in the Pickering A16

risk assessment to be about one in 10 million17

reactor years, which is extremely low, and, again,18

our estimates for other stations are similar to19

that.  That is actually very low by international20

reactor standards.21

There are some specific issues22

related to the CANDU reactor design and the23

negative pressure containment design we use, which24

helped to bring that about.25
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Those are the two primary areas of1

comparison that we are able to use.2

With respect to shutdown systems,3

again, the objective in designing shutdown systems4

is to achieve a very high degree of reliability. 5

The Pickering A risk assessment estimated the6

likelihood of an accident involving failure to7

shut down the reactor to be about once in 28

million reactor operating years, which is again9

comparable to the similar estimates for stations10

with two independent shutdown systems.  It is not11

quite as good, but it is in the same order of12

magnitude.  In both types of designs, they are13

very highly reliable.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Ms MacLachlan.15

MEMBER MacLACHLAN:  I am16

struggling with the volume, I guess, and the task17

before us in terms of an Applicant who has a18

history of where the Commission and the Commission19

staff have been dissatisfied with their standards20

of operation and maintenance over a fairly long21

period of time.22

As was suggested by Dr. Barnes23

earlier, the extent of the number of conditions24

that are outstanding, the number of tasks that25
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have to be met, the improvements that have to be1

met, they are numerous.  Some of them have2

deadlines attached to them in CMD 01-H17 from the3

staff.4

Can I get a response from staff in5

terms of the timing and quality of OPG's meeting6

of these time lines, the commitments for7

improvement since February, since the point in8

time when they made the corporate decision to move9

towards restarting Pickering A?10

MR. HARVIE:  I think there are two11

parts to my answer.  One relates to the12

improvement program, and we reported to the13

Commission I believe at the last meeting the14

status of the improvement program.15

We are insisting two things.  One,16

that before Pickering A any unit is allowed to17

restart, the improvement program at Pickering A18

with respect to standards of operation and19

maintenance must be at least sufficiently advanced20

as at the other stations.21

We are also insisting that the22

restart of Pickering A does not divert resources23

away from the other stations and have a negative24

effect on the improvement plan at the other25
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stations.1

Delivery to date.  Obviously, it2

varies on different reactor units.  For example,3

one of our requirements, which you will find in4

the report, is that there has to be an inspection5

of 20 pressure tubes on each reactor before the6

reactor would be allowed to restart.7

On unit 4, which will be the first8

reactor to restart, I believe that the inspection9

of these 20 pressure tubes has been completed.  On10

subsequent units, it hasn't been completed, but we11

are putting it in here and we are not saying this12

has been completed in unit 4.  We are saying13

before any unit is allowed to restart, 20 pressure14

tubes have to be inspected.15

I would let Ontario Power16

Generation comment on what they have actually17

completed since February on unit 4, but what we18

are saying to you is here is the totality of work19

which must be completed on any unit, and we are20

going to insist that the totality of work be21

completed before we let any unit restart.22

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes, Bob Strickert23

from Ontario Power Generation.24

I think the request was where are25
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we in terms of work being done.1

I will address a number of2

categories for you.  Major inspections is one of3

the first things that we want to complete on the4

units so we can get a state of the condition of5

the unit.6

As Mr. Harvie pointed out, we have7

to do 20 pressure tubes on each unit.  We in fact8

have done 19 of the 20 on unit 4.  The machine we9

were using was needed at Bruce B.  We sent it to10

Bruce B and it will be coming back in July to11

finish the 20th.  Those tubes are in good12

condition, very good condition, and we expected13

that.14

In terms of our steam generators,15

the steam generator inspections, which is a16

dominant part of most of our Pickering B outages,17

for example, are complete.  We inspected 30,00018

tubes and we have to plug about seven of them,19

which is outstanding condition.  So, the tubes are20

in excellent shape.21

With respect to other inspections22

which can identify discovery work, we have done23

over 90 percent of the nuclear inspections on the24

unit needed to be done and about 80 percent of the25
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conventional inspections that need to be done. 1

So, we are very well advanced on inspections.  So2

we know the state of the conditions, and we are3

finding it in good shape.4

I mentioned the feeder5

inspections.  We in fact completed the feeder6

inspections last week.  We were looking, for7

example, a cracking analysis had been done.  We8

found no cracking on any of the elbows and that is9

what we expected on Pickering A.10

In terms of the turbine generator,11

which is a major piece of work that Mr. Preston12

outlined, about 60 percent of the work is done. 13

In fact, we are reassembling the turbine14

generator, and that is a major piece of work.  So,15

it has been taken apart.  We are also doing major16

spare work at the same time for the Pickering B17

station and for Pickering A.18

In terms of refurbishment, we put19

an effort on the heat transport system.  Since20

February, we have opened the 40 major valves on21

the unit.  We have reconditioned those valves, and22

16 of them are reassembled as of this point in23

time and the remaining are in progress.24

With respect to motors, we have25
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taken all of the 4,000-volt motors in unit 4, they1

have all been inspected satisfactorily.2

In terms of heat exchangers which3

we talked about earlier, we have the moderator4

heat exchanger replacement underway.  The first5

heat exchanger is out, the first of two, and the6

second will be coming out over the next few weeks7

and the other new ones are there to go back in.8

In terms of some of the other9

items on the list, shutdown cooling heat exchanger10

replacements, unit 4 was already done.  We have11

replaced the irradiant fuel bay heat exchangers.12

That was one of those items we did early because13

whether we operate it or not.14

So, it gives you some sense of the15

refurbishment work that we are doing.  We are16

about 25 percent of the field work we believe17

complete that is currently on the plan to go18

forward.19

In terms of upgrades, the first20

major upgrade we undertook was the control systems21

that Mr. Harvie talked about.22

In the early seventies, we had23

problems with our digital control computers, and24

we addressed that.  In terms of Pickering A, we25
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are replacing those digital control computers and1

the first computer is replaced and the second one2

is underway now and will be replaced shortly.  We3

will have new computers in Pickering A.  That is4

the first digital control computer change out.5

In terms of upgrades, some of the6

other upgrades, we are putting new dryers in.  The7

old ones have been removed.  The new ones are in8

the process of going in.  A lot of our other9

engineering work is being finalized.  Our10

engineering work is expected to be completed by11

the middle of August now.12

I want to point out that you don't13

need the engineering work totally finished to buy14

your equipment.  In fact, the process we go15

through is we do a detailed design, and when we16

have completed that initial detailed design, we go17

out to procure the equipment and that process is18

very well advanced.  So, we have been procuring19

the equipment.  As the equipment arrives and the20

specifications from the vendors arrive, the21

detailed specifications, if you like, we then22

update the final drawings.  That is the process we23

are into by the end of August.24

About a quarter of our field25
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installation work and field refurbishment work is1

done to this point.  We started in late February2

in a major way.  We are currently at about 400 to3

450 trades.  We expect to peak at 600 trades.  We4

have about five months worth of work left to do.5

That is a brief overview.  I hope6

I have given you some sense of where we are.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  My question is8

to clarify my understanding of the critical paths9

with regards to this project.10

I noted that in the Ontario Power11

Generation overview that they gave today, page 912

was a critical path.  That is not what I am used13

to seeing in a critical path, but it was an14

overview of the timing and going from assessment15

and scoping on down.16

My question is to seek17

clarification of where we are in terms of the18

critical nature of this project.  I will state my19

understanding and please correct me, starting with20

OPG and then the staff, of whether my21

understanding is correct.22

I say this with the full23

understanding that the Commission's24

responsibility, regulatory responsibility, is for25
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safety.  However, under federal regulatory policy,1

I must pay attention to the economic areas and2

impact that I have with regards to my regulatory3

decisions.4

With that preamble, am I correct5

in understanding that you have reached a critical6

point in decision-making as Ontario Power7

Generation, where investments, further investments8

in this project are of a magnitude and a nature9

that what could be generally called regulatory10

certainty, with that broad sense of the word, is11

required in order for you to make those economic12

decisions.  Is that clear enough for you, Mr.13

Osborne?14

MR. OSBORNE:  I don't know that I15

could express it any more clearly, certainly with16

this voice, in any event.17

The reality is, Madam Chair, that18

I have never actually been involved in a project19

that quite has this level of regulatory, you used20

the word "uncertainty".  Let me use it.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Actually, just22

to clarify, I used the word "certainty", not23

"uncertainty".  I would never use the words24

"regulatory uncertainty".25
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MR. OSBORNE:  I stand or sit1

corrected.  In any event, we embarked on a project2

two years ago or maybe even further, but I got3

heavily involved roughly two years ago.  We4

started to update our board, which has precisely5

the same kind of economic interest that you refer6

to, as well as the safety interest, obviously. 7

We, as a management team, have the same issue.8

We were faced with not just a9

relicensing, a restart hearing, which we are now10

embarking upon -- as I understand it, it is likely11

to be a two- or three-legged stool, by the time we12

are through -- we were also faced with an13

environmental assessment process, which, as I14

indicated earlier candidly, I didn't fully15

understand and I have learned on the fly, and I16

think that is probably fair of most of us, at17

least on our side.  I am not talking about the18

Commission.  We haven't had the experience of19

dealing with one of these things before with20

respect to an upgrade on a plant, and we have21

learned on the fly as we went through that.22

We have gone into this with our23

eyes open.  We recognized that we would have to24

invest money in the plant in order to come to the25
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point where we could do the EA, and we have1

invested, I can't honestly recall how much, but2

significant monies in the EA process, as have all3

the intervenors and the Commission.  You have to4

put money in to get the EA done.5

We have spent considerable money6

around the issues of engineering and scope7

assessment and inspection that Bob just referred8

to in greater detail than I am capable of doing. 9

Because clearly, without all of that work done, we10

had no concept of how much work physically would11

have to been done to the plant.12

I referred earlier to the fact13

that thirdly, we do run the risk that there will14

be discovery work.  I think we have done enough15

inspections and enough physical reviews of the16

plant, et cetera, and there is enough history17

around the plant that I think we have a pretty18

darn good scoping around what is required.  But19

any project of this size runs the risk of having20

discovery work.  That is inevitable.21

We face the situation where there22

are some major issues that we have been discussing23

this morning; for example, safety, risk24

assessment, safety code analysis, adequacy of25
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safety margins around availability of emergency1

cool injection systems or safety shutdown systems,2

enhanced safety shutdown systems, et cetera.  All3

of these are major issues that appropriately have4

to be addressed by us, by the staff, by5

intervenors and by yourselves.6

We have to make a conscious7

decision, as we go through a project like this, do8

we have enough degree of comfort ourselves that we9

are on a firm footing to go forward with this10

project, et cetera.  This is a project where we11

notify our board at every board meeting as to the12

status of the project and, in effect, revalidate13

our position with the board of OPG that we are on14

the right track.  I have not asked the board to15

give us a blank cheque two years ago and simply go16

off and do all of this.  I think that is a17

cavalier way to behave, frankly.  We keep our18

board constantly informed in the loop as we go19

through the process.  Our board is in the loop in20

the same way that you and we are with respect to21

the revised schedule, for example.  This is a22

constant.23

I think we are at the point,24

however, where we are very pleased to have this25
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dialogue this morning around the major issues1

because, quite clearly, it would be a significant2

problem for us if we were to get through to the3

end of this year, have done all of the work that4

is required around the physical aspects that5

Commissioner MacLachlan was talking about, for6

example, it is almost a Catch 22, because you need7

us to do the work to come to a satisfactory8

conclusion, I understand that.  On the other hand,9

we don't really know until the end of the process10

that you are satisfied with that.  So, we go into11

this with our eyes open.  I am not complaining12

about where we are, but clearly we need this kind13

of dialogue now, not in September, October,14

November.  So we are delighted to have this15

opportunity to get these issues on the table early16

in the process and allow you and we to have this17

deliberation.18

There is no such thing as19

regulatory certainty.  What there is is a20

requirement upon us and upon our board to ensure21

that we understand what the risks are and to make22

constant judgements as we go through the process.23

I have spent a lot of time looking24

at the history of this plant.  I claim no nuclear25
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engineering experience, but I do claim some1

business experience.  I think I have a pretty good2

understanding of what has gone on over the past 203

years, 30 years in this plant.  We are going into4

this with our eyes open and are prepared to, if5

you like, accept the regulatory certainty as6

opposed to the uncertainty.  I have some7

difficulty with that word when we don't quite know8

where we are, but it is degrees of certainty or9

degrees of uncertainty I guess we are talking10

about.11

You are absolutely right, we need12

this dialogue early in the process, not late in13

the process.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Further15

comments, Mr. Strickert, before I turn to the16

staff?17

MR. STRICKERT:  No, that is fine.18

Thanks.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Harvie.20

MR. HARVIE:  I don't think I can21

contribute very much more than what has already22

been said.23

I will say that, frankly, we don't24

necessarily have a high level of confidence in25
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Ontario Power Generation's capability to predict1

their schedule of when they are going to be ready2

to start this reactor up and what they are going3

to have completed all the prerequisites.4

We were being assured only a week5

or two before the change in the schedule that6

Ontario Power Generation had a high level of7

confidence that they were going to start up, be8

ready to get their shutdown guarantees in October9

of this year.10

So, our confidence was rather11

destroyed when they came back a week or two later12

and said there was a three-month delay.13

But I think we are in a position14

today, as I said in my presentation, to put on the15

table the technical situation and make our16

technical recommendations to you as to what the17

prerequisites to these starts should be and18

whether we think it should indeed be allowed to19

restart.20

Once we are in a position to give21

you these recommendations, it is our duty not to22

wait because of some schedule of Ontario Power23

Generation, but to come to you when we have the24

information and put it on the table.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Just as a1

supplementary, then, from your point of view,2

although you have stated your lack of confidence3

in terms of the timing of the schedule, you are4

confident in the list of what has to be done that5

there is an understanding by OPG and by yourself6

as to what has to be done and exactly what it will7

look like when those items are done, and those are8

absolutely clear in your mind as to what is that9

level that has to be reached in each of those10

areas?11

MR. HARVIE:  Yes.12

MR. OSBORNE:  Madam Chair, could I13

just comment on that?14

First of all, I can fully15

understand and sympathize with the staff's16

discomfort with the scheduling issues.  I have the17

same discomfort.  Obviously, our board has the18

same discomfort.19

I would rather, however, be judged20

at the end of the day based upon our execution of21

the work rather than the timing of the execution22

of the work, because I don't want to put us or23

anybody else into a position where we are racing24

up against deadlines in order not to have to say25
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yet again we have missed a deadline.1

I would rather miss a deadline and2

get the work done right and be able to hold my3

head high and say the work has been done to4

standard and will satisfy both CNSC and ourselves5

that the work has been done to an appropriate6

standard than to somehow talk ourselves on our7

side of the table into worrying about hitting8

deadlines.9

This is a very large project.  It10

has many, many octopus-like tentacles attached to11

it.  We will do our very best to adhere to an12

appropriate schedule, because that is only common13

business sense.  But at the end of the piece, we14

want to be judged on the quality of the work, not15

necessarily the timing of the work.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  My second17

question is known as the question that I often ask18

Presidents and Chief Executive Officers, Mr.19

Osborne.20

This is with regards to21

interpretation of safety culture of your22

organization and the discussions that you may or23

may not have had with the board about safety24

culture.25
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In your presentation at the1

beginning, in your preamble, there was some2

discussion in general about safety culture, but I3

would like you to iterate your vision of safety4

culture for Ontario Power Generation.5

MR. OSBORNE:  Thank you, yes, I6

have been involved in discussions.  By the board I7

assumed you meant the AECB?8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sorry, I meant9

the board of OPG.10

MR. OSBORNE:  Yes, using either11

definition, I have been involved in significant12

discussions of safety culture.  That is almost13

inevitable when you think back to 1997, shortly14

before I arrived on the scene.  I forget the title15

of the work or consulting document, Gene, your16

project, the Integrated Assessment Program.  It17

was the formal research work that lead management18

at the time and the board to conclude, coming back19

to a question that was raised earlier, that we20

should focus on 12 units and not 19 units for a21

period of time that lead to the decision to lay up22

temporarily seven units.23

Clearly carried within it the24

concern that, while we were operating safely, we25
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had allowed safety margins to erode.  That was1

self-evident.  I chose not to second guess that2

because far greater minds than mine were involved3

in that and people who were competent to make that4

assessment.  That was consistent, by the way, with5

AECB determinations; it was consistent with what6

was happening in licensing.  For example,7

Pickering at one point was on a six-month licence8

precisely for those reasons.9

Quite clearly, safety has been a10

key issue for OPG at all levels.11

Let me start with the board.  The12

board has a subcommittee that is chaired by an13

experienced person who has plenty of plant14

experience in a different environment focusing15

specifically on nuclear issues.  We have a16

separate board committee that focuses on safety,17

health and similar issues, not necessarily of a18

nuclear nature, because there are obviously19

nuclear and non-nuclear safety issues.20

So the whole process starts at the21

board which has mandated management through me to22

make this our number one priority.  That is clear.23

One of the first things that I did24

when I joined what was then Ontario Hydro was25
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institute a Monday morning meeting, and we have it1

today in OPG, the first thing we do on Monday2

morning is have an operations committee.  The3

first item on the agenda is safety.4

I did this partly because I wanted5

to know where we were on a safety basis, but I6

equally wanted to make it clear to the7

organization, this is number one on the agenda.  I8

was looking back over my communications with staff9

and the organization at large a couple of weeks10

ago and was stunned to find that almost 50 percent11

of my communications to the organization since I12

have been here have been around the issue of13

safety.14

I guess my conclusion with respect15

to where we are on safety is essentially this.  I16

see no evidence that in terms of nuclear safety we17

cannot be trusted to operate safely and we do18

indeed operate safely.  I have involved myself in19

any incident that has come along in the past three20

years that could involve a safety aspect.  When21

Gene brings an operating incident to me, whether22

it is a tube leak or whatever, I make darn sure23

that I know what is going on because I need to24

learn on the fly what the safety aspects are.25
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I have seen no evidence that our1

staff or our management is operating in anything2

other than the most safe fashion and is putting3

safety ahead of production or any other deadline4

that might be out there.5

I have to tell you I can't quite6

make the same statement on the non-nuclear, on the7

conventional side of safety.  I have to admit that8

we still have a frequency of sort of minor9

incidents in the non-nuclear area and10

particularly, interesting enough, in the11

non-nuclear plant.  This is not a nuclear plant12

issue.  It is more, if anything, a non-nuclear13

plant issue, and I think the organization is tired14

of hearing me berate it around this issue.15

We still have for my liking too16

many what we call MRPHs.  To a lay person like me,17

that is a near miss or, as somebody said, a near18

hit, I suppose.19

We managed to reduce our near20

misses significantly in the year 2000.  We have21

had a series of incidents of near misses in the22

non-nuclear plant this year.  Actually, we are23

above in 2001 where we were in 2000.  So there is24

a huge focus going on right now.25
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I have done a number of things as1

a consequence of this.  We have established swat2

teams which are made up of peers and non-peers,3

people that come in with an unjaundiced view, that4

go from plant to plant across the organization. 5

We have done I think four of these now.  Pickering6

A was one of the first that we did to make sure7

that we knew what the issues were as we embarked8

upon a very large construction project, which in9

and of itself contains safety issues, as you can10

well imagine.11

We have established safety targets12

against which management are measured.  Part of my13

income will be a function of how we operate14

against safety targets.  That is true of Gene and15

all of the management group.  It is true at the16

plant level.  The majority of our plants have17

safety initiatives built into their own plant18

incentive schemes, et cetera.19

I wrestle with what I could do20

more.  I don't think I could do a lot more than21

what I am doing.  I think we have established22

within this organization that safety is, to borrow23

from Ford Motor Company, Job 1.  Our overall24

statistics on the accident front and the last time25
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accident front are within the range of the norm1

for the industry and for peer industries, et2

cetera.  I would very much like to be at the top3

of the range in the first quartile.  We are not4

there.  We are in the middle of the pack.  Our5

objective is to get to the top of the range in6

terms of statistics compared to peer groups and7

non-peer groups in other industries.8

I think in terms of our overall9

safety culture, we have made tremendous progress.10

You are aware that we hired, at11

the behest of the AECB, outside consultants to12

help us on this three years ago.  It became known13

as the Kaufman Report.  I am sure you are aware14

that CNSC staff has equally done safety culture15

reviews at at least two of the plants.  I have16

read two, in any event.  I am not sure if the17

third has been done, but I have read two of the18

reports myself.  You are familiar with the19

findings there.20

Most of those findings have to do21

with communications rather than safety, and we22

accept the recommendations that have come out of23

those reports.24

I am satisfied that we do have the25
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right safety culture.  I wish on occasions,1

particularly, as I said on the non-nuclear side2

that our exclusion was a little better.  I am not3

so naive as to think one can avoid totally having4

lost time accidents or totally avoiding near5

misses, but I do believe we should set ourselves6

the objective of heading for the first quartile. 7

It is only by setting that objective we will have8

any hope of getting there.  If we don't set it, we9

won't get there.10

I believe we have set the right11

tone and I believe we are adhering to it.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you. 13

Second round of questions.14

Dr. Barnes.15

MEMBER BARNES:  I will come down16

perhaps to more specific issues.  One to staff.17

Perhaps if we could look on your pages C-12 and18

C-13, just as an example, this deals with19

maintenance, corrective maintenance, preventive20

maintenance, conduct of maintenance and so on and21

so on, maintenance procedures upgrades.  In each22

of those boldfaced items, you start the sentence23

that CNSC staff has requested.  Why isn't that24

"required"?25
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MR. HARVIE:  As far as we are1

concerned, it is the same thing.  You are correct,2

we should be more consistent with our wording and3

we are trying to improve it.4

MEMBER BARNES:  Throughout the5

document -- I just use that as an example -- in6

many cases you say OPG must do this or it is7

required and at other times it seemed to me you8

were sort of suggesting that it would be nice to9

have it done, that sort of thing, by softer10

wording like that.11

That is clear.12

MR. HARVIE:  We will take that13

message for the future.14

MEMBER BARNES:  If we could take15

community consultation, perhaps a question or two16

to OPG, at page 27 on your submission, page 27 of17

51.18

This is where you report on the19

extent of your public consultation on this issue,20

particularly the section dealing with the ethics21

group.22

The third bullet refers to earlier23

work done in 1999, where you say:24

"Comparing the results of the25
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three consultations, some1

lessons were learned."2

Some might ask what lessons were3

learned.4

You then, in the following bullet,5

in the spring of 2000, contacted 6,500 community6

residents in Pickering and Ajax, and then said7

that the consultation sessions were cancelled8

because of lack of response from the community,9

and further consultation meeting with the public10

were put on hold.11

Again, I find that curious.  So I12

have to ask the question:  Is that the process? 13

Is it that the public are getting cynical about14

being polled or whatever or is it simply that they15

don't have any significant concerns on this? 16

Certainly, whenever this Commission and formerly17

board has met at Pickering, including the EA18

meeting in February, there seemed to be a concern19

on a good deal of the people that lived in that20

area, whether they were represented as individuals21

or by other groups.22

I wonder, have you in fact done23

any kind of analysis to see whether the procedures24

being used by the ethics group are actually25
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getting what you want out of it?  In other words,1

it seems to me you have been trying to engage in2

community consultation and at the moment it seems3

as though the main format for that is on the4

following page, page 28, which is the community5

advisory council, which of course is a pretty6

narrow wave band of community consultation and the7

kind of open houses.8

I was concerned about the way that9

the ethics group had gone about this and the10

so-called lack of response.  Could you interpret11

why that was?12

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes.  The ethic13

group was one piece of our outreach when we were14

attempting to get really improved outreach and15

consultation.  I happen to have dealt directly16

with the individual who was leading the ethics17

group.  He came back to me in 2000 and said we18

don't have the level of concern we expected out19

there.  We wanted to use an independent group to20

do this and they wrote to the individuals and he21

basically said there wasn't that level of concern22

that people wanted to contribute in.23

What we were doing with that24

consultation, by the way, is we were looking for25
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better ways to communicate with the public.  So,1

on your previous point, what are the lessons2

learned, one of the feedbacks we got was deal with3

the 160 issues, document it in the EA, for4

example, and deal with the community advisory5

council, who can really probe the issues with6

respect to the 160 issues.  Don't keep asking. 7

So, that was a fair amount of the tone.8

As a result of that, we spent a9

lot of focus on dealing with the issues that were10

raised in the 160 issues.  For example the issue11

of safety, the issue of seismic.  We have12

communicated to the community through newspaper13

ways.  We have communicated through our open14

houses.  We have made presentations on these15

issues to council.  We have made presentations to16

newspapers.  We have taken out ads in newspapers17

on specific items of these.  A lot of the message18

was get direct with the public, be very open with19

the public on it.20

One of the most effective means21

has been our neighbourhood walk and we have just22

completed another round of neighbourhood walk this23

year.  We targeted 6,000 homes.  In fact, we ended24

up doing 7,000 homes.  We get first-hand reaction25
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from people.  We provide help with a video, a1

brochure.2

A lot of the feedback from ethics3

was get much more focused on being one-on-one and4

not just through the stakeholders, like councils,5

but with the public.  Out of that came our6

neighbourhood walk program and our community7

breakfasts and our open house program which we8

have continued.  We have just completed another9

open house, which I believe is our sixth in the10

last five years.11

As part of our neighbourhood walk12

we invited people to come to an open house.  On13

the Saturday last week, we had 600 people from the14

community come, and on the Sunday another 60015

people come and tour the plant to see what is16

going on.17

We find that is one of the best18

dialogue ways.  On top of that, we have a very19

broad program of community outreach through the20

schools and other areas using our information21

centre.22

Have I answered your question, Dr.23

Barnes?24

MEMBER BARNES:  Yes, I think so.25
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Could I turn to one more topic and that is fire1

hazard, which, as I recall going back to 1997, was2

certainly a concern by many of the intervenors3

especially as it related to control room safety,4

from the viewpoint of the installation, also all5

PVC cables and so on that could really cause a lot6

of harm in the case of a serious fire, getting7

people out of the control room, in particular. 8

You have reported that you have replaced 1,3009

cables and 1,200 components.10

Those numbers are quite large, but11

I have no idea what that means in terms of some of12

those earlier concerns about fire safety.  Have in13

fact you stripped most of the problem areas that14

were identified back in 1997 out or how does this15

compare in terms of the percent of the number of16

cables, for example.17

MR. STRICKERT:  I think there are18

three parts to your question.19

In terms of the number of cables,20

what percent, I think I will ask John Coleby to21

answer that.  First, I would like to point out22

that a lot of our fire hazard assessment is not23

only to calculate fire loading and what the24

effects are on potential safety of the plant, but25
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also to look at the kind of mitigation measures we1

can put in place, such as detection and2

suppression systems.3

For example, in the main control4

room and around the main control room, we have5

hardened the systems with detection systems.  In6

fact, they are state of the art detection systems7

that allow us to very promptly see any effects of8

the effects of combustion before there is any kind9

of heat and fire and to install sprinkler systems10

that can suppress the fire and also allow us to11

respond.  That is one aspect of it.12

The cable replacements are being13

done for environmental qualification.  That is the14

primary issue.  I will ask Dr. John Coleby to15

address the issue of cable replacements and how16

many and how he tested them.17

MR. COLEBY:  My name is John18

Coleby.  I am the Vice-President of the Nuclear19

Safety Analysis Division.  Prior to this position,20

I was the Project Director for the Environmental21

Qualification Project.22

As part of this project, what we23

have done is a whole series of tests on all of the24

cables that we have bought throughout OPG.  As25
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part of that program, in addition, we have been1

through all of the plants identifying the exact2

components of the insulation materials of those3

cables.  Anything that has PVC in it, a specific4

type of PVC that causes it to degrade with time or5

become a fire hazard, has been or will be replaced6

out of the reactor buildings prior to restart.7

MR. STRICKERT:  I would like just8

to follow up with one more point, then.  The issue9

of main control room inhabitable.10

We not only hardened so that we11

can stay in the control room, but as part of the12

requirements of going to the modern standards, we13

were further than required to demonstrate that if14

the control room suddenly became uninhabitable for15

any reason, including fire, that we had to16

demonstrate the capability that we could shut17

down, cool down, contain and monitor the Pickering18

A reactor systems, if you like, from remote19

locations, not in the control room.  As part of20

the requirements of the CNSC, we have demonstrated21

what we are doing.  That is part of the scope of22

work and we are implementing those changes, as23

well, on Pickering A.  I think that was the last24

part of the question.25
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MEMBER BARNES:  There was the1

other issue, as I recall, with fire hazard of your2

interactions with the Pickering Fire Department. 3

Is that not true?  In many cases you were using4

sort of volunteer staff involved in suppression of5

fire and so on until you had the people from6

Pickering.7

Could you tell us a little bit8

more about how that dialogue with Pickering or9

Ajax Fire Departments has proceeded?10

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes.  The11

volunteer staff that you referred to were our own12

employees volunteering on emergency response13

teams.14

We have now increased our in-house15

emergency response teams to a minimum of 11 per16

shift.  They are fully trained and that is their17

dedicated focus.  We then work with the City of18

Pickering in the case of the Pickering generating19

station, and we drill with them.  We have a mutual20

aid and response protocol that has been there for21

a number of years.  What we are doing is we are22

upgrading that protocol with them as we speak.23

The City of Pickering wanted to24

make some changes to their headquarters and their25
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training systems within the City of Pickering1

partly due to the 407 coming in and they were2

having to make some major changes and they wanted3

our assistance.4

We sat down with them and sorted5

out the principles of our assistance in terms of6

going forward.  We sorted out all the principles7

around mutual aid and fire drills and helping them8

train people to be within our plant and some9

financial issues, and we expect to sign that10

agreement over the next couple of weeks, but the11

principles have been worked out.12

MEMBER BARNES:  A city may have a13

fire department that the city feels is adequate14

for the community as a whole.  In this case you15

have a huge facility that is part of that.  Could16

you advise us how the city regards the size and17

staffing and the funding of its fire department to18

actually include the responsibility of fighting19

what might be a substantial fire in a specialized20

facility like your own?21

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes, in fact, that22

is what a lot of the mutual aid and the fire23

processes we have worked out with the city are. 24

For example, the chief has been many times at the25
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location.1

The fire department in the city of2

Pickering has been expanding.  They have put in3

new supervisory positions.  As part of that, they4

tour our facilities and they train with our5

emergency response people as well.  That is part6

of the training load.7

Over the coming three or four8

months, we will be doing additional drills with9

each of our five shift crews and the Pickering10

shift crews so that they will be training11

together.  The firefighters walk down in our12

plants.  They know each other on a first name13

basis.  We work very closely with the city so that14

they can come in and respond.15

On top of that, they have staff in16

their department which have reviewed our fire17

safety assessments, our code compliance reports,18

have participated in meetings, for example,19

between CNSC staff and ourselves and they20

participate regularly in those meetings, have made21

input and have given us recommendations and we22

have followed those recommendations.  They have23

asked a number of questions and we have provided24

them answers, not only in writing, but also if25
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council has wanted to speak on a fire issue, I1

have been there speaking to them on that as well.2

It is a very good relationship.  I3

think the City of Pickering people, the fire4

department can respond in our plant.  They know5

our plant well.  We have worked out the protocols6

of how we work together.  They train with us and I7

think they are quite confident in our ability to8

work with them to suppress and control any type of9

fire we would have.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Barnes, I am11

going to go on to Dr. Giroux.12

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.  I am13

going to address the shutdown system upgrade.  I14

understand from Mr. Dinnie's answer there is a15

probability of failure in once in two million16

years.  I understand that staff accepts that as a17

number and accepts that as an indication that this18

is safe enough.  I haven't heard a challenge by19

staff.20

My question is a bit more of21

information.  I have been reading the BMDs that22

were produced in 1993, where the options were23

analyzed.  There was an option using a completely24

independent vertical injection system which hasn't25
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been retained.  I understand that this was1

accepted by the board at that time.  I am not2

going back on that.3

But the reasons for the choice4

which was made, if I understand correctly, were5

partly because the vertical injection system was6

not proven, that is what staff says, and required7

considerable design work.8

I would like to have a brief9

indication of how different that system would have10

been from the different systems used in other11

CANDUs where we do have a poison injection system. 12

Is it very different or how different is it?13

The other factors involved are14

cost, and this I understand was in the hundreds of15

millions of dollars, and dose to workers who are16

doing the upgrade.  Here I would like to have an17

indication of what sort of dose are we talking18

about?  How important would that have been?  Could19

you answer that?20

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes, I will take21

that in three parts, Dr. Giroux.22

With respect to dose, the SDSE,23

the shutdown system enhancement, was expected to24

be about 30 REM, and, in fact, when we are25
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complete it is probably going to be more like 501

or 60 person REM as a unit that we use.2

The dose that would be involved in3

the options were something like ten to 25 times4

more than that.  So, it was a very high dose5

commitment.6

In terms of the cost of SDSE, it7

is going to be about $125 million when it is all8

complete.  Most of the equipment is ordered and on9

site.  It is installed on unit 4 and partly on10

unit 1 and 2.  So that was $125 million to11

complete the work.  Again, we were looking at12

costs that would range four to ten times that for13

options.14

I am going to ask Mr. John Froats,15

who was the Engineering Director at the time, who16

in fact made the presentations to the Atomic17

Energy Control Board, to outline a little bit of18

the difference between a vertical liquid injection19

system and a horizontal, if you like, independent20

second shutdown system.  So Mr. John Froats,21

please.22

MR. FROATS:  Thanks, Bob.  I am23

John Froats, currently Director of Site Support at24

Pickering.  As Bob indicated, I was the Director25
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of Engineering at the time that we did a lot of1

the assessment work.2

You have touched on the cost and3

the dose difference for the options.4

The technical issues that we were5

faced with is the liquid injection systems for6

other reactors, the injection point is horizontal7

in the reactor through nozzles that are kind of8

mid-reactor vessel.  The tanks are very closely9

positioned to the reactor so that the travel time10

and the distance the fluid has to go from the tank11

into the reactor is quite short.12

In the Pickering A design, because13

this would be a retrofit, of course the space is14

very, very tight.  It looked like the only15

feasible option would be a tank in the boiler16

room, which is physically inaccessible to staff to17

maintain.18

So, introduce maintenance problems19

and the distance from the top of the colandery20

vessel to the zone in the reactor that you need to21

get poison to was physically longer.22

When we looked at the initial23

review, it was clear that we would have to do24

substantive analysis for transit time, for25
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potential water hammer issues.  There were issues1

around once the gadolinium was injected, there2

needed to be a sealing capacity to essentially get3

the fluid in there but stop the helium from coming4

in after to potentially displace the moderator. 5

Pickering A, of course, has a dump tank which none6

of the other operating reactors had.7

At the time when we entered the8

dialogue with at the time the AECB and did the9

evaluation, one of the factors that led us to the10

SDSE decision was that there was a clear increase11

in complexity and design issues that had not been12

dealt with in other CANDU reactors.  When that was13

added to the substantive difference in worker dose14

that would be required for that option, in fact it15

would entail more worker dose to do the16

installation than we would save if in fact we ever17

prevented the one in two million event.18

With that combined assessment, we19

collectively submitted that the SDSE option was20

the option.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I believe the22

staff wanted to comment.23

MR. HARVIE:  I think I have to24

clarify the first point you made, Dr. Giroux.25
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Our requirement for the1

reliability of a shutdown system is that it be2

99.9 percent reliable or the unavailability be ten3

to the minus 3.  That means that for 99.9 percent4

of the time, this shutdown system must be fully5

capable of doing everything in its design6

requirements.  There must be no fault which would7

take it anywhere below its full design8

requirements.9

The figure which was quoted of ten10

to the minus 7 is a figure from the Pickering A11

risk assessment of the probability of, first of12

all, having an event which occurs, which has some13

probability, which causes the need to shut down,14

and to have the reactor power increase and not be15

stopped.16

In fact, the shutdown system can17

be quite significantly below its design18

requirements and still prevent a loss of19

regulation.  So, the two numbers are not fully20

comparable.21

For the purpose of the reliability22

of the shutdown system, it is unavailable if more23

than I believe two shutoff rods are unavailable. 24

Without analyzing the effectiveness, we assume25
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that 21 out of the 23 shutoff rods work.1

In practice, for the type of2

events we are talking about here, something like3

six or eight shutoff rods can stop the event.  So,4

we didn't challenge the earlier statement, but I5

wouldn't like the ten to the minus 3 requirement6

and the ten to the minus 7 for the event to be7

confused.8

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.  That9

clarifies it.10

This concerns the computer codes,11

and I would refer to the OPG submission, their12

written document on page 12.  This is part of a13

generic issue, replacement of reactor physics14

computer codes.  You say that the predicted15

consequences with the new computer codes disagreed16

with the ones you had before.17

There are two questions related to18

that.  Did they disagree in a more unfavourable19

way or more favourable?  It doesn't say here.20

But the more general question I21

have is these codes are usually, I assume, fairly22

complex and the reactor physics are not as simple23

as two plus three or four.  I would like to know24

if the people who use these codes are familiar25
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with all the theory which underlies the writing of1

the codes so that they can pass judgment on the2

validity of the answers? You get my point.  I3

would like to be reassured that the users of the4

codes know exactly what is happening within the5

codes and can spot anything that might go wrong in6

the computing.7

MR. STRICKERT:  I will ask Dr.8

John Coleby to answer both questions for you.9

MR. COLEBY:  A rather complex10

question, but I think the major thrust of your11

question was do the analysts that use the physics12

code know everything that is in them so that if13

there was a problem with it they would be able to14

spot it? I think the answer to that is no.  The15

people that do run the codes are qualified and16

trained and are physicists.  However, these codes17

are monumental in size and to know every detail of18

every little equation in there for every one of19

them is clearly not possible.20

What we do is we have people that21

are expert in those code areas working both for22

OPG and the rest of the industry because these23

codes are used by all of the industry now.  We24

have an industry standard tool set that everybody25
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uses and we are actually going through what we1

call a verification and validation exercise, which2

is a generic action placed upon us by CNSC staff3

to actually demonstrate that these codes are4

acceptable for the whole range of accidents for5

which we use them.6

That is where we do that.  We also7

have a quality assurance process that we have to8

go through where we do the analysis.  It is9

independently reviewed.  We check the validity of10

the results.  We check the validity of all the11

data that we use in the analysis runs to confirm12

that they are acceptable.13

MEMBER GIROUX:  I think that14

answers my question.  The first part of the15

question was disagreement?16

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes, the first17

part of the question, John, and I will ask you to18

answer that as well, which I believe were the19

results in a negative direction or a positive20

direction?  John, I will ask you to answer that,21

please.22

MR. COLEBY:  Could I ask you to23

repeat the question again for me?24

MEMBER GIROUX:  Yes.  There is a25
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statement in your brief saying that using the new1

codes, that there were disagreements with2

consequences predicted using the old codes.  I was3

wondering which way these went?4

MR. COLEBY:  As part of another5

generic action item that OPG is currently6

responding to, we are changing over to all of the7

industry standard tool sets primarily in the8

physics code area.  When we actually applied this,9

we found that the results that we had previously10

submitted were not as conservative as we were11

getting out.  In other words, we had12

underpredicted the response to accident13

situations.14

This led to a flurry of activity15

at our stations as we tightened our operating16

margins to bring us back within the licensing17

envelope.18

Given the fact that we found this19

problem in January-February of this year, and we20

had only just submitted our analysis on Pickering21

A in December with the old codes, we realized that22

they were not conservative and that they would23

have to be repeated.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Giroux, if25
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you agree, I would like to ask the staff if they1

have any comments on that particular statement.2

MEMBER GIROUX:  Sure.3

MR. HARVIE:  I don't disagree with4

the statement.  The results were worse with the5

new codes than with the old codes.  We have6

reported that to the Commission in the Significant7

Development Report.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Do you have any9

comment on the work that has been done by OPG to10

address this issue?11

MR. HARVIE:  I will ask Mr.12

Wigfull to address that question, if you don't13

mind.14

MR. WIGFULL:  I don't think we15

have any real comments.  We are satisfied with the16

work program that OPG has put in place.  We are17

satisfied with the quality of the work that is18

being done.19

We haven't seen all the answers20

yet.  We had a submission received this Tuesday on21

Pickering A, which we have only really looked at22

superficially.  So, I wouldn't like to comment on23

that at all.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So at this time25
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it wouldn't be appropriate to ask you to comment1

on whether that would affect the decisions of this2

Commission with regards to the restart3

application?4

MR. WIGFULL:  In my judgment, it5

is very unlikely that that would affect a decision6

made by the Commission based on the analysis we7

have seen for other reactors.8

MR. HARVIE:  If I can expand on9

that.  We have the analysis for other reactors. 10

We know what features of the reactors affect the11

results of the analysis and, based on comparison,12

our judgment is that Pickering A will be better13

than the other reactors.  So we don't expect that14

analysis to affect the recommendation.15

If there is something unexpected16

comes up and the results are not as good from17

Pickering A as we expect, we would of course come18

back to the Commission and tell you that before19

giving approval to restart a unit.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Graham.21

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you.  A22

question to CNSC staff.  In 1997 when Pickering A23

was placed in the shutdown stage, I read somewhere24

and I can't find it right now, there were certain25
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conditions of work requirements required to keep1

that plant in the shutdown stage and so on.2

My question is:  Were all those3

conditions and all those work requirements met on4

schedule?5

MR. HARVIE:  I will ask Dr. Tong6

to answer that since he is the person right on7

site at the Pickering reactor.8

DR. TONG:  For the record I am9

John Tong, head of the CNSC site office at10

Pickering A.11

Thank you, Mr. Harvie, you put me12

in an awkward position because I only joined the13

station for about four months.  So my memory may14

not be as good as it should have been on what has15

been imposed.16

But back in 1997, when the reactor17

was shut down, the most important safety18

requirement was to make sure that the reactors are19

kept in a guaranteed shutdown state and that there20

was adequate hear removal for removal of dedicated21

heat and the containment will be maintained fully22

functional.  Based on what I have seen so far,23

these safety requirements have been met.24

The containment systems are fully25
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functional.1

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Another question2

would be, then:  Were all the work requirements3

met on not only the maintenance but were there4

other work requirements that were required, were5

they all on schedule?6

DR. TONG:  When the reactor was7

shut down at the time, unit 4 had the shutdown8

system enhancement installed, but not fully9

commissioned.10

As far as the other units are11

concerned, the installation of the shutdown system12

enhancement will go on as per the current13

schedule.14

Other work that comes to mind will15

be, for instance, lay up of the other systems such16

as the boiler, steam system, and those were laid17

up and maintained in a lay up state to prevent18

things such as corrosion and unwanted damage to19

piping and other equipment.20

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you. 21

Another question I have.  There was some mention22

this morning in one of the presentations with23

regard to the seismic work which had been done24

with regard to bolting down and so on and some25
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work will be done with regard to the seismic1

activities at Pickering A.2

My question would be will the3

maintenance, or not the maintenance, but the work4

done at Pickering A be better or the same or5

lesser than what is at Pickering B now with regard6

to the relation to seismic activities?7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Perhaps OPG8

would start.9

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes, I believe we10

can answer that.  In simple terms, the earthquake11

that we used to review the Pickering A design12

against and to put the modifications in against is13

several times higher than the design basis14

earthquake for Pickering B.  So, that is a simple15

explanation.  A design basis is the minimal level16

that Pickering B has to meet.  It hasn't had its,17

you know, how far can it go.  But the review level18

earthquake is higher that we used by a factor of19

about three or four than what the design basis for20

B is.  I think that answers it.21

I can give you more information if22

you would like.23

MEMBER GRAHAM:  No, that is what I24

was wondering.  Has the standard been set higher25
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for Pickering A than what Pickering B was.  I1

guess that was my basic question.2

MR. STRICKERT:  We certainly3

analyzed answer a higher level earthquake.  In one4

case you are talking about reviewing the equipment5

as installed.  In the other case you are talking6

about designing it in from the beginning.  But the7

review level earthquake was several times higher8

than the design basis of Pickering B.9

MEMBER GRAHAM:  One other question10

I have to OPG.  I asked this question a few months11

ago regarding the continued training and12

maintenance staff at nuclear power plants in13

Canada and I guess Ontario Power Generation was at14

ten days.15

I am wondering if you backed out16

the British Energy, the Bruce plant, are you at17

ten at Pickering, I guess that was my question,18

where it showed that Ontario was at ten training19

days.20

MR. STRICKERT:  If I could have21

that clarified, Commissioner Graham.  Are you22

saying do we train our people for ten days in23

continued training?24

MEMBER GRAHAM:  The report was25
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training and maintenance of staff at nuclear power1

plants and it showed a rule of thumb of Ontario2

Power Generation and New Brunswick Power and Hydro3

Quebec, and it showed that continued training for4

maintenance staff in Ontario plants were ten. 5

What I guess I am wondering is is Pickering ten6

days or is it higher or lower?7

MR. STRICKERT:  In the Pickering B8

licensing hearing I believe in March we discussed9

that issue.  I think what we said is we were10

targeting for eight days in the longer term, that11

Pickering B at the time was two days.  We were12

moving to four days this year and to eight years13

in the long term as a target.14

I think your question is how much15

training are we giving the maintenance staff prior16

to starting up Pickering A?17

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Yes.18

MR. STRICKERT:  That would be not19

only continued training, if you like, but20

qualification for the modifications.  I will ask21

Mark Elliott, who is our Director of Training at22

Pickering, to address specifically what training23

we are giving the maintenance people prior to the24

start up of Pickering A.25
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MR. ELLIOTT:  Good morning, Mark1

Elliott, Manager of Pickering Training.  The2

training for the maintenance staff, similar to the3

training for all the staff involved in the4

restart, is three parts.  It is the initial5

training of new hires in their basic qualification6

for their basic job family qualification.7

Then there is refresher training8

on tasks that the staff have not exercised while9

the units have been laid up.10

Then there is a third component11

which is the training on the modification so that12

the staff can operate and maintain the13

modifications that are being made.14

For maintenance staff, the main15

thrust has been the initial training.  We have16

hired over 200 maintenance staff in the last nine17

months and that training program is well advanced. 18

Bob Strickert mentioned earlier that we had hired19

since 1999, the class of maintainers that were20

hired in 1999 are nearing completion of their21

initial training.  They will be complete in22

October of this year.  That has been the major23

component.24

For maintenance the refresher25
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component is quite small.  There is only a few1

tasks that are different between a shutdown unit2

and an operating unit.  That is because the3

maintainers work on isolated and de-energized4

equipment in general.5

The third component, the6

modification training, is under development right7

now.  We have the design information for 958

percent of the modifications that are going to be9

done on Pickering A.  We have analyzed those10

modifications and about 30 percent of those11

modifications will require training overall.12

For mechanical maintenance, it is13

quite small.  It is only a handful of14

modifications will require training.  For control15

maintenance it is in that 30 percent range.  That16

training has just been analyzed and determined17

what it is with the team of people that will be18

moved over to develop that training, and that19

training will be delivered starting in August and20

the candidates are rostered for that training as21

we speak.22

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Does CNSC want to23

comment any further or are they satisfied with24

this?25
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MR. HARVIE:  I will ask Mr. Gary1

Schwarz, the Director of our Personnel2

Qualification Division, to address that question.3

MR. SCHWARZ:  Gary Schwarz.  With4

regard to the maintainers, the information that5

Mr. Elliott has just given to you is consistent6

with the latest updated information that we7

ourselves have.8

Certainly there is a lot of9

further training to be done right now, but it is10

our understanding that right at this moment, OPG11

is basically at the point in their training12

program where we would expect them to be or where13

they have predicted to be to get their staff all14

fully trained up for the restart of Pickering A.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Was there a16

comment that the staff wished to make with regards17

to the seismic question that Mr. Graham asked?18

MR. HARVIE:  Yes.  What Mr.19

Strickert said was correct, but perhaps is20

misleading.  I don't mean that in a pejorative21

fashion.22

It is a little bit like comparing23

apples and oranges.  Pickering A was not formally24

designed to withstand a major seismic event, but25
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we have required OPG to go back and we have taken1

an earthquake recommended to us by the Geological2

Survey of Canada and asked them to assess the3

capability of that plant to withstand that4

earthquake.5

Pickering B was formally designed6

to withstand a certain size of earthquake.  We7

have not done the exercise to see what -- when you8

design something to withstand an earthquake you9

build in margins of safety according to the codes10

and things.  So, Pickering B would probably11

withstand a higher earthquake than what it is12

designed for.  Whether we can infer that Pickering13

A is going to withstand a higher earthquake than14

Pickering B, we can't say that.15

In fact, one of the critical16

components, which is a pressure relief duct, is17

common to the two plants anyway.  I just wanted to18

clarify that.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Fairness20

dictates that I give OPG, Mr. Strickert, a comment21

on this basis.22

MEMBER GRAHAM:  All I was going to23

say was hopefully you never have to compare it.24

MR. STRICKERT:  I don't believe25
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what Mr. Harvie said and what I said are1

different.  I tried to explain it is a design2

level earthquake on Pickering B and a review that3

was done against an existing design on Pickering4

A.  It is just that the level of earthquake was5

higher on Pickering A review level.  I did say6

that Pickering B maybe would be better than the7

design basis.8

Certainly it is very comparable in9

terms of safety.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Graham, any11

further comments?12

Dr. Barnes, did you have another13

question?14

MEMBER BARNES:  Mr. Harvie, could15

you just clarify the licensing procedure?  This16

licence that the Applicant is requesting and that17

staff is supporting allows a move towards the18

restart.  But in terms of practicality, since19

there are four units that will supposedly come20

onstream over a two-year period, what is the21

mechanism for approving that restart?  Is that22

done entirely by staff or is it brought back to23

the Commission?24

MR. HARVIE:  The licence is25
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written such that staff would decide if all the1

prerequisites were completed.  If they were2

satisfied, they would give Ontario Power3

Generation the approval to start up the units in4

stages because we insist that it be done in stages5

and that commissioning tests be done at each6

stage.7

What comes back to the Commission8

is your decision, not ours.  You are obviously9

entitled to ask us to bring anything back to the10

Commission at any stage.11

MEMBER BARNES:  Since this is a12

significant matter in terms of OPG, four units13

coming onstream for which there has been I think a14

considerable public concern, and since there is a15

rather massive amount of investment put in here of16

$1.3 billion to see this brought onstream and17

these are going to be done sequentially, I would18

have thought that that answer wouldn't have been19

that, that you would have felt a responsibility on20

the staff to in fact systematically advise the21

Commission on how this whole process is going.22

MR. HARVIE:  We would certainly23

systematically advise the Commission on how the24

process is going.  We would do that either through25
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the reports at Commission meetings or in a part of1

our Significant Development Report.2

We would certainly report any3

problems, any significant problems to the4

Commission.5

The question of when we give6

approval to proceed with certain parts of7

commissioning, we would not envisage holding up,8

stopping OPG from proceeding if we were satisfied9

and waiting for the Commission to give approval. 10

But, again, that is your decision.11

MEMBER BARNES:  This is something12

we might wish to look at again, because I don't13

see it as written down in any of the reports.  I14

was looking at the licence conditions.  I couldn't15

see that.  It seems to me this is an important16

step.  Hopefully everything will go very smoothly17

and there is no problem, but I think from a point18

of view of transparency to the public in19

particular, it would be fair for people to see20

that the process was moving along smoothly and21

that we get reports, systematic reports, as part22

of the process.  How that is designed I think will23

come forward between this and the second day24

hearing.25
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Could I just ask one more specific1

point of OPG and that relates to the EA, the2

mitigation methods.  There is an item at the3

bottom of page 9 relating to the tritium leaks and4

you said that you are continuing.  That came up in5

February.  There was a fair amount of discussion. 6

Six lines up on the bottom of page 9 you say the7

work is continuing.  Have you really come to grips8

with that tritium leak issue?9

MR. STRICKERT:  I believe we have10

come to grips with the tritium issue.  There was11

one small remaining piece of work which was in one12

very remote location in the plant.  I am going to13

ask Judy Ryan, our Environmental Safety and Health14

Manager, to update you on that in terms of the15

status of the final investigation work that we are16

doing.  It should be hot off the press.  Judy.17

MS RYAN:  Judy Ryan, Manager,18

Environment, Emergency Management and Health at19

Pickering.20

At the time of the environmental21

assessment, we had located the main sources of22

historical leakage and they were sumps in the23

plant.  There was one catch basin remote from the24

station that, when it had been dry and then we had25
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a rainfall, had elevated tritium.  So, we have1

been hand digging that catch basin and we are at2

the water table now and haven't found anything3

that would indicate that there is a source from4

the station at that location.5

It appears to be more a leaching6

of tritium from the concrete, but we haven't7

completely defined that.  We expect to be finished8

the testing within the next week.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Ms MacLachlan.10

MEMBER MacLACHLAN:  Thank you.  I11

would like to follow up on the issue of licensing12

and recommendations from staff.13

This is my first exposure to14

Pickering, being a new Board Member.  As I stated15

earlier, there is a huge amount of material and16

this is a power generating station that is complex17

because of the history.  So, I would appreciate at18

some point in time staff making a recommendation19

on approaches to licensing because the20

contingencies are so numerous, the conditions that21

would have to be met.22

Secondly, I would like now an23

estimate or a projection from staff on when they24

think the Day 2 hearing might be appropriate on25
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this application.  I know there is now a scheduled1

date, but given the delay that OPG has notified us2

of, would staff foresee that the Day 2 hearing3

should also be delayed?4

MR. HARVIE:  I think that is5

entirely up to the Commission.  We are presenting6

today what we think is a result of a lot of review7

on the staff.  You are very correct, there are8

many issues.  It is a very complicated plant.9

I guess the Commission Members10

have to decide when they are comfortable to be11

prepared to make a decision and what further12

information they need from the staff in order to13

make a decision.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  This is actually15

an opportune time for me to discuss the next steps16

that I propose.17

I propose that the Commission18

confer with regards to the information that we19

have heard today with regards to this licensing20

hearing, and that we will make a determination as21

to how far we think we have got in the first22

stages of our questioning with regard to this23

application.24

There are a number of25
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possibilities that we will look at in terms of1

going forward.  We could proceed to a Day 22

hearing, which would require the time period to be3

set or to involve intervenors and to allow4

intervenors a correct time.  That will be clearly5

be one of the guidelines that I will have.6

The second could be that we have7

the ability to adjourn Day 1 and to reconvene on a8

further date.  If that is the choice, that further9

date for the reconvening would be August 9th.  So10

I can state that at this time.  However, we11

haven't determined that as yet.12

Those are the alternatives that13

are before us at this time.  We will confer and,14

at the earliest point, make that announcement.15

At this time, I am going to be16

calling a lunch break.  This is the end of the OPG17

discussions for today.  We will reconvene in one18

hour.  Just to synchronize our watches, since the19

time is different on various clocks, it is now20

12:40 p.m. and we will be back at 1:40 p.m. to21

commence with the next hearing item.  Thank you22

very much.23

24


